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WORD OF THE EDITOR
On the occasion of celebrating an important
anniversary of the Serbian Project Management
Association (YUPMA), its 25 years, we are
proud to launch a Serbian Project Management
Journal, a specialized journal that is to present
the most recent knowledge in the fields of
project management and other specialzed
management disciplines.
The development of project managemnt in
Serbia, since its beginnings in 1970s, to the
establishment of the Project Management
Association in the 1980s, until today, went
through many a difficulty. Regardless of severe
problems that this country and the Project
Management Association encountered, project
management gradually developed and was
implemented in this country, and today it is
evident that the implementation of project
management is a sine qua non in almost all the
areas of human life and work.
It is our genuine wish in launching this journal
to contribute to the further project management
development and implementation in Serbia.

Petar Jovanovic
President of Serbian Project Management
Association YUPMA
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DEVELOPING A BALANCED PROJECT PORTFOLIO FOR A SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE - THE CASE OF SIFE IN SALFORD UK
Kevin Kane*, Mariusz Andreasik
Salford Business School, University of Salford, Manchester, United Kingdom

Abstract: In the UK, Social enterprises are organisations whose existence is predicated on a social
model where both commercial and charitable sources of income are used to achieve social aims
such as education, the improvement of local communities and the relief of poverty. Such social
enterprises are in essence project based organisations which select, develop and operate projects in
accordance with their internal motivation to achieve social aims and goals. Social Enterprises tend
to be small and are often lacking in managerial skills such as project management, consequently
they often select projects based solely on social need or other arbitarially determined factors and
ignore other important criteria. This approach increases the likelihood of project overload and
unbalanced project portfolio development and may lead, over the longer-term, to strategic failure.
This research uses an expert survey to identify factors used by social enterprise managers to
determine project selection in order to develop the framework for an Analytic Hierarchical Process
approach to help structure decision making. These factors are then utilised to guide a small group of
social enterprise managers from the SIFE social enterprise organisation to score and rank three
specimen projects. These managers proved adept at using this approach and could analyse the
specimen projects effectively, however, they proved less able to select a suitable portfolio of
projects. This research, although small in scale, suggests that social enterprise managers can
improve their selection of suitable projects through clarification of the decision criteria to be used,
but find it considerably more difficult to develop a balanced portfolio of projects.
Key words: Balanced portfolio management; Social enterprise; Analytic Hierarchical Process;
Project selection

1. INTRODUCTION
Social Enterprise, project selection and
portfolio management
Social enterprises are independent businesses
that provide services, goods and trade for a
social purpose and are non-profit distributing
(Cabinet Office, 2008). In social enterprises
profits are used to create more jobs and
businesses and to generate wealth for the
benefit of the community (Cheng & Ludlow,
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2008). There are at least 62,000 social
enterprises operating in the United Kingdom,
with a turnover of £24Billion and a total
workforce of around 800,000 (Cabinet Office,
2008: National Audit Office, 2009). The UK
Government strongly favours the development
of social enterprises and provides support and
guidance for those who wish to start this type of
enterprise (Dearden- Phillips & Griffiths, 2011:
Cabinet Office, 2011).
Many social enterprises focus on winning
grants from public and private charitable
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sources in order to carry out projects that create
change in the local community and improve
individual lives in order to increase the social
capital of the nation (Cheng & Ludlow, 2008;
National Audit Office, 2009). In addition to
gathering grants and gifts to help with their
work, social enterprises can apply to undertake
projects with social aims that are funded by
central government: for example, helping
people in a community such as Salford in
Greater Manchester to reduce or cease smoking
tobacco is funded by Central Government as a
means of improving general public health
(Dearden- Phillips & Griffiths, 2011). Such
projects are advertised by the Government and
other funding organisations and are subject to
competitive tendering by social enterprises and
private businesses.
Having social rather than financial objectives
means that the selection of projects in such
organisations is not based solely, or generally,
on financial criteria. Traditional for-profit
businesses are concerned mostly with selecting
projects from a range of possible opportunities
using a ranking of calculated possible financial
returns with the criteria for choice being the
maximisation of profit (Ridley-Duff, 2008). In
contrast, social enterprises tend to select on a
more eclectic range of criteria (Cheng &
Ludlow, 2008). These criteria may include
opportunism (where a project happens to be
offered to the management), political influence
(where local politicians or powerful individuals
ask for their favoured project to be undertaken),
attractiveness of the project to the social
enterprise management, and for other nonfinancial reasons. The lack of clear, central
criteria for project selection (in essence, the
lack of the profit motive), means that social
enterprises can accumulate a range of projects
which, whilst being worthy in themselves, are
sub-optimal in terms of the overall
organisation‟s successful achievement of its
social mission (Kendall & Rollins, 2003;
Levine & Widelman, 2005).
Given Governmental and general public support
for Social Enterprises and the great deal of
social problems in a society such as the UK,
these organisations face the problem of having
many project opportunities which cannot be
4

completed due to their limited resources
(Cabinet Office, 2011). Many project tenders
are unclear, with uncertain or complex sets of
success criteria and with benefits that are not
visible from the beginning, making it hard for
social enterprise managers to assess whether
they should accept or reject such project
proposals. Many projects are offered to social
enterprises by funding bodies with little regard
to how these projects will be managed by the
social
enterprise.
Accordingly,
social
enterprises struggle to choose the appropriate
projects to carry out, and to determine which
will benefit them and the community they
serve. At the same time these social enterprises
find it difficult to select projects; they find they
are subject to continuous demands to take on
projects from funding bodies, particularly given
the present financial problems of central
government which wishes to transfer more
social activities from the state to social
enterprises (Cabinet Office, 2011).
Associated with the problem of project
selection is the issue of portfolio selection, that
is, the selection of projects that are not only
likely to be successful in themselves but which
are also likely to be successful together and
which complement rather than conflict with
each other( Martino, 2003; Rad & Levin, 2006;
Hunt & Killen, 2008). Social enterprises tend to
have managers who have great enthusiasm for
their social goals but who have limited
managerial skills – particularly in the realm of
project and portfolio management (Cabinet
Office, 2011).
SIFE is the case example used in this research
and it is a social enterprise based in Salford,
UK. SIFE (Students in Free Enterprise) is a
student organization which has the mission
statement: To create sustainable value by
successfully empowering and educating the
local community and students with the
necessary financial end entrepreneurial skills
needed to improve their standard of living and
inspire them to take on real life opportunities
(sifesalford.org, 2009). This organization is
working currently on five projects and receives
many applications from local associations,
community centres and groups to help on their
projects. Due to the lack of project management
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tools and techniques to help with the choice of
which projects should be accepted and which
will benefit the organization and community,
SIFE, according to its Chief Executive, adopts
projects randomly and does not assess them
adequately enough to determine whether those
that are accepted are the optimum ones or
whether those that are rejected could be more
beneficial (personal communication). There is a
lack of understanding of project management in
small social enterprises in general and SIFE is
a representative case of this type of
organisation (Cabinet Office, 2011).

Project and Portfolios
The definition of a project is fairly clear: a
project is a sequence of unique, complex, and
connected activities having one goal or purpose
that must be completed by a specific time,
within budget, and according to specification
(Wysocki, 2012); the Project Management
Institute states (PMI, 2004) that a project is a
temporary endeavour undertaken to create a
unique product, service, or result; and for
PRINCE2 (OCG, 2005) a project is a
management environment that is created for the
purpose of delivering one or more business
products according to a specified Business
Case. In essence, a project should have a
purpose and is limited by time, budget,
resources and specifications. The management
of projects may be a complex business in
practice, but organisations such as the UK
Association of Project Management (APM) are
fairly clear on how they should be managed in
theory (APM, 2006). However, most of these
definitions rest on the notion of selecting
projects based on clear financial criteria, i.e. the
business case; and, in addition, do not provide
clear practical evidence of the efficacy of such
approaches.
However, once we group projects into groups
of projects they become programmes and
portfolios and definitions and agreement over
how these should be designed and organised
becomes more problematic (Armstrong,
2004;Bridges, 2003). This is, in essence,
because agreement on how to define and to
manage a project may be fairly settled but
defining and managing programmes or
5

portfolios of projects is more contentious. A
simple definition is that a project portfolio is a
collection of projects that share some common
link to one another (Wysocki, 2012). The
statement of common link may mean, for
example, that all the projects in a portfolio may
exist to help local community development or
aim to develop new products for a business. On
the other hand, Miguel (2008) suggests that the
notion of project portfolio derives from the
need to select projects; and it is the case that
many see portfolio management as a type of
multiple project management (Levine &
Widelman, 2005). Additionally, Cooper (2001)
argues that in all project portfolios new projects
need to be introduced, while existing projects
can be completed, cancelled or suspended. In
other words, given that project portfolios are
not set for all time, but change constantly,
adjusting to the current situation and objectives
of the company, a portfolio represents the
strategic choices of the business in project
form.
Once we move beyond seeing portfolios as
simple collections of projects, we have to tackle
the issue of whether managing such collections
need particular skills or approaches. According
to Bridges (2003) there is an art to project
portfolio management (PPM), which involves
scrutinizing each potential project, selecting the
right mix of projects, and adjusting them as
time passes and circumstances unfold.
Additionally, Cooper et al., (2001) argues that
portfolio management is a process in which
projects for the development of products or
services are continually evaluated, selected and
prioritized; new projects are introduced and
existing projects might be suspended, cancelled,
or de-prioritized. Hunt and Killen, (2008) add
that project portfolio management is a decision
process that oversees the resource allocation
and ongoing decisions related to a strategically
oriented portfolio of projects. Wysocki (2012)
suggests that Project portfolio management
includes establishing the investment strategy of
the portfolio, determining what types of projects
can be incorporated in the portfolio, evaluating
and prioritizing proposed projects, constructing
a balanced portfolio that will achieve the
investment
objectives,
monitoring
the
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performance of the portfolio, and adjusting the
contents of the portfolio in order to achieve the
desired results.
Thus the selection of projects represents a key
managerial activity that rises above the
individual assessment of a project into a more
complex judgement of how a collection of
projects contribute to organisational success
and how such individual projects may interact
and react with each other within the
organisation and its strategy (Cooper, Edgett &
Kleinschmidt, 2001; Gray & Larson, 2002).
The decisions made regarding project portfolios
must take into consideration the strategic
imperatives of the organisation as well as
operational demands. This implies that projects
which do not correspond to the mission and
objectives of the organization should not be
included in its portfolio. According to Miguel
(2008), if the projects do not correspond with
the business strategy and capabilities, there is a
risk that projects will be delivered ineffectively
so the requirement must be that project
portfolio management should lead to
acquisition of only those projects, which will
maximize the value, balance and strategic
position of the company (Morris & Pinto,
2007).
Selecting appropriate projects for a portfolio is
consequentially more difficult than selecting
individual projects on the basis of their
probability of success (Morris & Pinto, 2007).
There are few projects that guarantee high
rewards with high probability of success
(Cooper et al., 2001); in general, risk and
reward are inversely related where high rewards
are generally associated with lower chances of
success and a high chance of success normally
brings less reward. In a balanced project
portfolio, projects that guarantee success with
low rewards can be matched against those
projects which are more risky but more
profitable. It is not an easy task to build a
balanced project portfolio nor are there any
clear and agreed guidelines on achieving such a
balance (Levine & Widelman, 2005). Kendall
and Rollins, (2003) argue that there must be a
correct mix of projects balancing the supply
side of organization with its market side - such
balance would ensure that a business would be
6

able to deal with environmental changes with
greater robustness than the organisation without
such balance. In addition to the notion of a
balanced portfolio of projects making an
organisation more stable in turbulent times,
there is also the notion that a balanced portfolio
would ensure an optimum utility of resources
and people (Bridges, 2003).

2. RESEARCH DESIGN
Given the problems social enterprises have with
both selection of projects and with the
development of their portfolio of projects, this
research aims to determine whether the use of a
more structured approach to project selection
may help social enterprise managers in
optimising project selection and in developing
an effective portfolio of such projects.
The approach selected for this work is a form of
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) which is a
method of structuring and organising complex
decisions by way of identifying a framework
for understanding the elements in a problem
using the knowledge of a group of experts
involved in the decision making process (Al
Khalil, 2002; Saaty, 2001; Mota et al., 2009). In
this study, once the decision framework is
created it was used to guide the scoring and
ranking of a group of three specimen projects
by social enterprise managers selected from
SIFE, a social organisation based in Salford
UK. The scores and ranks of the managers were
derived using the decision framework and were
then reviewed. Consequently, the managers
were brought together as a group in order to
compare results. They were then asked to select
two of the three specimen projects on the basis
that they were to constitute a suitable pair in a
portfolio of projects. In this way it was hoped
that the social enterprise managers would be
able to improve on their managing of both
project selection and in portfolio development.

3. RESULTS
The project management problem faced by
social enterprise managers and addressed by
this research is, in essence, how to improve the
selection of social projects and to achieve the
portfolio benefits which would come from a
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better matching of projects within their
organisations. For a manager operating outside
of commercial business, the lack of the profit
motive as a guide to selecting projects means
that many projects are adopted due to fairly
arbitrary reasons and there is a lack of clarity
and rationality, leading to project failure and
sub-optimal operation.
The Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP)
approach to decision making suggests that
optimal decision making requires clear criteria
for selecting one decision option over another
(Al-Harbi, 2001). This research study applies
this notion to the decisions required in selecting
one project amongst many possible projects for
adoption by a social enterprise – given that
financial returns are not the sole or key factormeans generating or uncovering the set of
factors that should be considered.
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

In order to develop an agreed set of criteria for
project selection, a survey was conducted with
social enterprise project managers recruited
from local social enterprises, who were asked to
score on a scale of 0 to 5 a list of possible
criteria that they might find helpful in assessing
projects: 0 represented the criteria as having no
relevance at all, and 5 as the criteria having
great relevance with 1 to 4 representing the
intermediate levels of relevance. The list of 18
criteria was developed by the research team by
reviewing literature on project selection.
Twelve social enterprise managers responded
and scored the list. The responses were summed
and averaged to arrive at an average score per
criteria. The criteria were then ranked in order
with the highest score ranked first down to the
criteria which received no score from the social
enterprise project managers.

Criteria
Financial stability (of an external organization)
Payback (time needed to recover the investment)
Social Return on Investment (Value in £)
Risks Analysis (Number of risks and their probability/impact)
Budget (The size of the total project budget)
Volunteers (number required)
Profit (generated for the organization)
Sustainability of the impact
Impact (the number of people impacted and scope)
Feasibility of implementation
Learning benefits (for the organization and volunteers)
Time (Duration of the project and hours required)
Cost (obtained by the organization)
Security of the project
Training and Support (Available to volunteers from external organization)
Prospect to hand down the project
Partners (Number of partners involved)
Net Present Value (NPV)

Rating Average
4.5
4.25
4.2
4
3.75
3.67
3.2
3
2.88
2.75
2.5
2.2
2
2
1.5
1
0
0

List of social enterprise project selection criteria – scored and ranked.
The top five criteria were identified and then
used to guide decision making by four
managers from the SIFE social enterprise who
had not been part of the process of generating
the list of criteria or scoring the criteria.
4. PROJECT CASE SCORING
PORTFOLIO SELECTION

AND

In order to test whether the structured
categories of project selection criteria that were
7

developed in the first stage of this research
were useful, coherent and useable by social
enterprise managers, three synthetic specimen
project cases were developed. These were titled
Case A, Case B and Case C. Each of the cases
was carefully designed in order to present to the
social enterprise managers a differing profile
keyed around the five categories of payback,
risk, social return, total budget and financial
standing. Thus, for example, Case C was a
synthetic specimen project that suggests SIFE
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would offer training to people in the
community, this would have a duration of 3
years; from an organisation with low debt; it
would have a £15,000 social return; a budget of
£20000 and risk analysis were scored as
medium. Case A, in contrast, was the delivery
of training to a difficult to access and handle
youth group, with a two year duration; for a
financially weak organisation; with a greater
than 3 year payback, a low budget and high
risk; however, social returns were consequently
much higher than for project C.
It can be seen that the three projects were
carefully structured so that the profiles of each
was different with Case A scoring lower than
Case B and Case C in terms of an overall
assessment using the five criteria for project
selection determined earlier. If each project was
correctly scored, project A would come out as
the lowest, with C the highest and B in the

second place. Given the opportunity to select
only two projects, the natural selection would
be Project B and C. However, the social
enterprise managers were informed that the
selection of projects was limited to two of the
three and that they should select on the basis of
developing a balanced portfolio.
In terms of designing these synthetic specimen
projects, care had been taken to ensure that the
two projects B and C were high scoring but not
complementary given that they were additive
within the five selection criteria – e.g. they have
similar levels of risk but rewards were also
similarly low. With project A and C, the cases
were designed so that they would be balanced
with complementary project selection criteria so
that the high risk of project A would balance
the lower risks of project C; and the high social
returns of project A would balance the lower
returns of C.

SIFE social enterprise manager project scores
Manager 1:
Manager 2:
Manager 3:
Manager 4:
Total score

Project A Project B Project C
President
43 of SIFE Salford
71
(PoSS)
72
Project 55
Manager (IPM1)
60
64
Volunteering
34 Manager
60 (CVM) 57
Project 52
Member/Associate
73
(IPA)
82
184

All four of the social enterprise managers
scored the three projects fairly similarly. When
they were asked to select two projects from A,
B and C, they opted for the two projects with
the highest scores, that is, project B and project
C and then ignored the portfolio advantages
which would have accrued from the selection of
the more complementary project A and C.
A discussion of the results and scores
determined by the social enterprise managers‟
assessment of the three specimen projects,
indicated that they were happy with the
structuring and scoring process. Given that the
SIFE managers had not used any explicit
criteria for project selection in the past, this
requirement to use a structured set of criteria
was novel to them. They felt that it would be
useful in all social enterprises contingent on it
being a low cost and easily operated process.
8

264

275

However, one of the managers considered the
five criteria overly restrictive and felt that they
should be extended and adjusted to take into
consideration the nature of the particular social
enterprise. Another concern was over the
availability of time and information to make
appropriate decisions and whether this would
be available in practice given the short time
frames and small projects with which social
enterprises were generally concerned. The
notion of a balanced portfolio of projects was
not one that found resonance with the social
enterprise managers and they did not feel it was
a particularly helpful or necessary step for them
in their organisation.

5. CONCLUSION
This research was designed as a small case
study of project selection and portfolio
development in a specialised organisational
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form – the social enterprise. Social enterprise
represents, at least in the UK, a new and
growing business structure that has both a need
for traditional management tools and techniques
such as project and portfolio management, but
which also requires these techniques to be
adjusted and developed for the particular needs
of the not-for-profit sector.
Generalisation of the results of such a small
study to all social enterprises or to all
organisations is fraught with the danger of
building too much theory on too small an
evidence base. That said, the results of this
study do have resonance with the practical
experience of project management of the
participants. Project selection can very likely be
improved by having clearly articulated criteria
that relate closely to organisational objectives
and strategies; and the tools of the analytic
hierarchical process are helpful with this task.
In this way, projects may be selected which
have a clear match against the capabilities and
objectives of the organisation and its managers.
At the very least, developing clear criteria
allows managers in these organsations to have
more clarity about their decision making and to
allow more discussion of those projects where
managers give differing weights to the accepted
criteria. Hopefully this will allow for better, or
at least more transparent, decisions to be made.
This research also shows that managers with
little understanding or experience of more
sophisticated project selection methods can
become competent in their use in a very short
time-frame and with only a small investment in
training.
This study also shows that project portfolio
selection is much more problematic as a
concept and as a practical method of improving
the organisation‟s balancing of projects and
their profiles of risk and reward. The social
enterprise managers found it difficult to grasp
the notion that a set of what seem to be
optimum projects may, once they are brought
together, be sub-optimal in strategic terms. The
managers, even when given sythetically
developed project profiles, could not see how
projects need to be matched so that low risk
projects were balanced against high risk and
where low return projects were matched against
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high. It is likely that this unwillingness to
manage projects strategically through the
design of an appropriate porfolio structure is
not uncommon in many commercial as well as
social enterprises.
More research certainly needs to be undertaken
in this area, firstly in the study of project
portfolio selection and balancing and its
relation with successful project completion and
with organisational strategic goal achievement;
and secondly in the training of project and other
managers in the theory and practice of portfolio
selection and management. A larger scale
research study could uncover much useful
material in the relatively new discipline of
projects and portfolios; and more work on the
social enterprise sector could improve the
success and competence of the management in
this sector of growing importance and
influence.
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the benefits of virtual project management implementation, as well
as on the importance of communication management in a virtual team. The main goal is to show
how to manage communication in a virtual project team in order to improve business performance
and provide a long-term stability. Attention is paid to the communication channels, the management
of technology, and the management of differences in culture and language.
The paper offers answers to the questions of how to ensure that the communication is conducted
successfully and regularly, and what the new rules of communication, specific for the virtual age,
are. These rules allow for an efficient project execution, designed to satisfy business needs. In
addition to the many advantages of virtual project management, there are disadvantages which are
also the subject of this paper and refer to the social interaction of the project team, the cultural
differences, the language barriers, and the technologies implemented.
Key words: virtual project, communication, management, team work

1. INTRODUCTION
Project management is a complex and
challenging task of searching for the best
solutions within the defined budget and time.
Virtual project management, however, is an
even
more
demanding
task.
Project
management entails planning, organizing and
managing resources for the purpose of a
successful completion of projects and
realization of the project goals. The task of
virtual project management is the same, only in
this type of management the human resources,
that is, the members of the team working on the
project execution, are geographically dispersed.
Furthermore, the team members are most
frequently individuals that are situated in
different cities, countries and even continents.
Virtual project management is recognized as a
new discipline of project management, i.e., a
new manner of managing a project that owes its
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evolution primarily to the Internet and various
software tools that facilitate the project
execution.
Virtual project management has its specific
features, though. Here the team members differ
in the manner they work, in the culture and
even in their expectations, due to the country,
the city, or the continent they come from.
Project managers often collaborate with people
they have never had any previous experience in
working with, hence their task is to learn about
the specific characteristics of their employees
and define an appropriate method of work as
well as an appropriate organizational culture.
Virtual project management makes it rather
difficult to the manager to get to know the team
members well, as these are spatially dispersed,
therefore the task of the manager as a creator
of an atmosphere is often far from easy, and
may even be impossible to accomplish.
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What the members of a virtual project team rely
on in accomplishing their task is certainly the
technology, as well as various software tools
that are meant to meet the needs of the virtual
project management. The main task of any tool
is to ensure an unobstructed communication
among the team members given their
geographical distance from one another and the
complications this may cause. The purpose of
these tools is to ensure that the team members
collaborate in a virtual environment which is
the only place they meet. These tools should
also ensure that project managers manage the
project more easily, which includes resource
management as well as monitoring the project
execution, among other things.

2. BACKGROUND: VIRTUAL
PROJECT TEAMS
The concept of a virtual team is not easy to
describe, partly because various theoreticians
attached importance to various aspects of the
team. Parker (1994) describes the team as a
group of people with a high degree of
autonomy directed towards achieving a certain
goal or accomplishing a certain task.
Katzenbach and Smith (1994) describe the team
as a small group of people with complementary
skills, committed to a certain goal and approach
for which they are mutually accountable.
Generally, virtual teams surpass the distances,
the time zones and any organizational
boundaries. Delisle et al. (2001) describe a
virtual team as a set of members oriented to
task accomplishment, acting as a temporary
group, divided by geographical distance or in
time. A majority of organizations take a project
team, and therefore a virtual project team, to be
an executive part of the organization. This is
especially characteristic of the organizations
that adopted a project management approach.
Indications are that virtual project organizations
will be the next level of organizational structure
evolution. Mayer (1998) maintains that virtual
organizations are models the companies will
use in the future. Only several years later, this
vision has become a reality for a large number
of companies. A survey into project managers‟
salaries reveals that virtual teams and global
12

projects surpass the boundaries of many a
company, government or culture. The findings
have shown that as many as 21% of
respondents are engaged in the projects that
include a number of countries, and that 15% of
them work on projects including more than one
continent (the Project Management Institute,
2001). One reason for this transformation is that
customers, suppliers and employees are no
longer located in the same city, but in different
time zones and on different continents. It is
fairly probable that in the next decade a
majority of project managers will be engaged in
virtual project teams for at least a part of their
work time.
The culture of project management can be said
to suffer important changes due to the
development of virtual teams. It is interesting,
however, that, while the virtual team concept is
an important strategic tool for advanced
organizations, little information is available on
how this team should be maintained properly.
The reasons a majority of companies decide in
favour of a transition to virtual teams are the
following:
Financial (transport and property costs
reduction);
Human resources (finding the right
person for the job regardless of the
location he/she is, a balanced business
and private life of the employed);
Organizational
(decentralized
organization, regional representatives,
innovation).
The trends contributing to an ever stronger
demand for forming virtual teams are as follows
(Goncalves, 2005., Stoehr, 2002):
Globalization
Strategic alliances
Telecommunications
Downsizing
Trend of outsourcing
The above listed are strongly supported in the
analyses conducted by Visitacion (2003) and
the Cutter Consortium (2005) in which the
following is given:
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50% of new software projects are Web
based;
20% of them are critical;
31% of an organization‟s IT budget is
spent on Web projects; and
95% of these projects are to be
accomplished “within a year.”
A primary advantage of virtual teams is the
selection of most educated and most adequate
resources, as the project manager has access to
a large database of resources. An additional
advantage is in that the people at certain
locations have access to sophisticate
technologies required that the project is
properly completed, not available at other
locations. The result is that virtual teams allow
for the engagement of adequate people and
technologies, both at reasonable prices.
On the other hand, one weakness of virtual
teams is that their members do not have so
much chance to get promoted, due to a lack of
informal communication with their seniors. A
large number of problems in virtual teams result
from the fact that the management does not
have much trust in the team that is not under
constant supervision. Certain people prefer
personal contacts and will never feel confident
and at ease working in a virtual team. Others
are more flexible and are willing to work in a
virtual team in order to improve and move on in
their job.
According to Goncalves‟ research (2005), the
basic tasks accomplished by virtual teams as a
percentage of their participation in the project
manager‟s working hours are as follows:
Business relations and communication
with clients (35%);
Defining, planning and organization of
the project (25%);
Measuring progress and quality control
(15%);
Coordination and communication within
the team (10%);
Technical problems solving (10%); and
Managing virtual working environment
(5%).
The data show that the project manager pays
considerably
more
attention
to
the
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communication with clients in comparison with
the communication with team members and
other stakeholders. This may lead to problems
in communication, alienation among the team
members, loss of team spirit and the synergy
effect, which is one of the most important
cohesive factors, regardless of the type of the
team.
As well as any change in the organization, the
implementation of virtual project management
solutions brings, however, numerous challenges
(Archibald, 2003). The first group of challenges
refers to the capacity and competence of human
resources in the organization to accept and
implement the designed solutions, especially if
these exceed the domain of their expertise
(Burke, 2002, Gareis, 2003). A second group is
related to fear, tradition or suppressed personal
interests that may surface as a result of facing
the change (Jovanovic et. al, 2007). A third
group of challenges includes the work of virtual
teams and discusses the problems in
communication that result from dehumanization
of work and alienation among the team
members (Kimble, 2000; DeMarie, 2000;
Ramachandran, 2005).
One of the biggest problems in virtual project
management is the maturity of an organization
to adopt and implement IT and e-PM solutions
(Kloppenborg, 2002). Since project managers
are professionals from various fields of
expertise, often outside the IT sector, a clash
may occur between the velocity in the
development of e-PM support in the
organization and the capacity of individuals to
adopt and implement it in an adequate way
(Petrovic et al., 2009). Therefore the
importance of trainings in raising e-PM
capacities of managers gains an ever increasing
importance. The challenge is greater in that the
technologies develop very fast, so it is possible
that the acquired knowledge may become
obsolete at an equally fast rate.

3. MANAGING VIRTUAL
COMMUNICATION
Communication is a key success factor of any
project. An increasing number of virtual
projects create a need for better communication
and collaboration among team members.
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Traditional ways of communicating fail to meet
most of the requirements of virtual project
environment. Therefore, new technologies are
implemented in a way that can support the
transition to a virtual environment.
Talking about the work of virtual teams, it is
necessary to mention that communication
among the team members becomes significantly
aggravated, primarily due to physical distance
characteristic of them. Since body language is
part of everyday communication, the recipient
of the message will not be in a position to
understand it properly.
Birdwhistell claims that 65% of the meaning of
a message is conveyed by non-verbal
communication
(Birdwhistell,
1970).
Nowadays, certain authors maintain that this
percentage is significantly higher. Fromkin and
Rodman, for example, claim that as much as
90% of the meaning of a message is conveyed
non-verbally (Fromkin and Rodman, 1983).
When a person reads an e-mail, they receive
only a small portion of the message they are to
receive; consequently, chances are that
misunderstanding among the team members
may occur due to the very lack of personal
interaction.
Similarly, informal communication is a major
source of information. This type of
communication is not present in virtual
organizations. Members of the team do not
have coffee together during the break, hence
they cannot turn to their colleague to ask about
his previous experience without using an e-mail
or a telephone, which is far from being as
efficient and as effective as it is in case of a
traditional organization.
The most common types of communication in
virtual teams include the following modalities:
Same time, different place
Synchronous communication is one that is
conducted
simultaneously.
Telephone
conversations, instant messages, as well as
teleconferences are some of the typical
examples of synchronous communication that is
conducted from different places, but at the same
point in time. Both the sender and the recipient
of the message take part in the conversation at
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the same given moment, while physically they
can be at different places. Synchronous
communication is effective in that the sender of
the message gets it from the recipient
immediately, hence it is considered to be a form
of personal communication which is at the same
time the most complete and the most natural
type of communication.
Different time-different place communication
Asynchronous
communication,
that
is,
communication that is not conducted at the
same point in time is ever more present in
virtual teams, as the team members are
dispersed over different geographical areas. The
reason that the members of a virtual team have
only a few hours a day when they can conduct a
synchronous communication are the time zones.
This type of communication bears a serious risk
that a sent message is read too late or is
misunderstood, all of which can result in
unreasonably prolonged communication that
may last for several days. This delay in
communication gradually results in tasks not
being completed within the designed time,
which can endanger the completion of the entire
project.
Another characteristic of asynchronous
communication is that the sender of the
message can never be absolutely sure that his
message reached its destination. It often
happens that it takes several days for the reply
to a sent e-mail to arrive, which renders the
sender uncertain about whether the other party
has received the message at all. This situation
may result in a confusion and frustration among
the members of a virtual team, which may be
risky for a further execution of the project.
Different time-same place communication
This is a type of asynchronous communication
which occurs when the team members use chat
rooms or shared documents to communicate.
Although communication is conducted at the
same place, the unfavourable effects resulting
from the lack of personal communication, i.e., a
“face-to-face“
communication
are
not
diminished; nevertheless, this type of
communication is considered to be a less
complex and easier type of communication in
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comparison with the different time-different
place communication.

4. COMMUNICATION TOOLS IN
VIRTUAL PROJECT ENVIRONMENT
There are a number of tools that enable
communication to be established when working
in a virtual team. Some of these tools are the
following: e-mail, forums, telephone, video
conferences, chat, PM portals and face-to-face
conversations. In addition to the listed tools of
communication, there are fax, websites, instant
messages, etc.
E-mail. As a communication tool, e-mail has
several advantages, mainly due to its being nonsynchronized by nature. On reading an e-mail,
people have more time to think about how to
reply, as well as about the contents of their
message, especially if the message is sent in a
foreign language. In such a case, they will have
time to look into the dictionary and find the
appropriate translation equivalents for certain
words or phrases. The basic drawbacks of email are the lack of verbal interaction among
the team members and a slow feedback.
Forums. Their advantages are the same as in
case of e-mail, and besides, the posts can be
changed, some offer the opportunity of search,
they are well structured, they offer the
opportunity of revising the message and do not
oblige anybody to reply to the posts. Similarly
to e-mail, the major disadvantage is the lack of
verbal interaction and a slow feedback.
Telephone. As a communication tool,
telephone is mainly used in personal and direct
communication. Its advantages are many in
comparison with e-mail, when there is a need
for a dialogue. Using the telephone as a
communication tool may be difficult since
during the conversation one has no knowledge
of the interlocutor‟s visual signs, and besides,
one may find it difficult to understand the
interlocutor if he/she comes from a different
speaking area.
Videoconferences. This type of communication
may be effective in case of a number of people
having a conversation. In comparison with the
telephone, in videoconferencing everybody has
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an insight into what another one is saying. The
drawback of this type of communication is that
the transmission quality may be poor, which
diminishes its usefulness and sometimes leads
to frustrations. Videoconferences are mainly
used when complex tasks, such as product
development, are to be accomplished.
Chat. Chat is an informal type of
communication, easy to use and useful in
establishing better relations among the
members of a virtual team. One advantage is
also a prompt reply. On the other hand, there is
a problem in using it, especially if people are
slow in typing or do not have a full grasp of the
communication language on a project.
Project management portals. The project
management portals supply the centralization
and coordination of project activities, which is a
primary function of the Project Management
Office. It is for this reason that in the last years
the application of PM portals has been
increasing in numerous companies that carry
out various, complex and often geographically
distant projects, i.e., possess a developed
project
organization,
based
on
the
implementation of the Project Management
Office and on the application of temporary
organizational
structures
(projects
and
programs) (Block, 2001).
Project management portals include Extranet or
Intranet corporative portals. They represent
developed user applications, completely
integrated into the web environment. Their
basic function is the centralization of all project
information with an aim to work out and
publish quality project documentation, project
teams and their members‟ collaboration,
sharing ideas and information related to the
project, easier management and tracking of
certain project aspects, such as risk, time,
budget, resources etc.
The PM portal, integrated with scheduling
applications, provides a powerful solution to the
stakeholder`s needs. Through a common
interface, team members can submit reports on
progress in a timely manner (accessible from
anywhere that has Internet access), project
managers can promptly verify progress and
update schedules, and all project participants
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can access the very latest status information in a
controlled environment.
The basic advantages of virtual teams that
coordinate their work via portals are the
flexibility of access, the possibility of choice of
the extent to which the stakeholders will be
included into the work of the team, the creation
of the so-called knowledge tanks and the
establishments of the contacts going beyond the
time and space limits. The disadvantages are
generally reflected in the language and culture
barriers (Jovanovic et. al, 2007). Problems
related to words, accents or ways of expressing
oneself are successfully solved by the use of
electronic translators. These have proved to be
a more efficient and less expensive means
compared to language courses and training
interpreters. The understanding of the message
context is a much greater problem than the
knowledge of foreign languages. The dialogue
between different cultural groups allows for
mutual understanding, thereby coming to a
consensus about a common frame of work that
would be flexible enough to give credit to each
member of the team.
Face-to-face conversation. This type of
communication is considered to be a most
powerful communication tool as it adds a
personal note to a conversation. When we talk
face-to-face with a person, we can clearly see
our interlocutor‟s reaction to our words. It is
also one way to establish closer personal
relations. A possible disadvantage is that it may
take a lot of time and money to have such a
meeting or conversation.

5. CULTURAL ASPECTS OF
VIRTUAL COMMUNICATION
Why do authors tend to avoid cultural issues in
project management? There are a number of
reasons for this, among them the difficulty in
measuring culture (Schein, 2004), the lack of
research on leadership of multinational teams
(Makilouko, 2004; Chevrier, 2003) and the lack
of understanding of what culture is
(Teerikangas, 2002).
Multinational cultures have serious issues that
have to be addressed when implementing a
certain project management methodology
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(Kerzner, 2004). Some of these issues are:
culture impacted by a country‟s legal system,
different calendars concerning holidays and
vacations, inadequate skills and levels of
training, decisions based upon customs and
dietary considerations, increased barriers and
filters, and misinterpretation of the body
language (Jovanovic et. al, 2009).
Cultural differences are always present when
talking about virtual teams; consequently, it is
of great importance that attention should be
paid to this aspect during the team coordination,
since these differences may cause problems in
communication among the members. Some are
of opinion that communication via modern
technology significantly reduces the cultural
differences that exist among the team members.
One example is using the forum that allows the
foreigners more time to study certain issues.
Using the Intranet, portals and other
collaborative systems makes it possible to
disseminate information to all the team
members in a much faster manner. Also
important technology is the translation software
for turning messages into other languages.
On the other hand, some people believe that
modern communication technologies increase
the conflicts and raise cultural barriers. The
problem in working with technologies, together
with a lack of personal communication, reduces
the trust and the commitment of the team
members. The barriers in the communication
among people coming from different cultures
and speaking different languages is believed to
rise even higher when using communication
technology,
which
results
into
misunderstanding and a loss of important
information. In addition to the manner of
communication, it may happen that a more
dominant culture will assume a prevailing
position, thus making people from other
cultures withdraw. It is, however, important to
point out that regardless of all the problems that
may occur, certain cultures rely on technology,
hence this type of communication may prove to
be genuinely useful for them. Three major
dimensions that can aid understanding cultural
differences and ways of communication in
virtual teams (Nataatmadja I., Dyson L.E.,
2005) are the following:
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Group I: Individualism-collectivism. Those
members of a team that belong to the
collectivist
culture
prefer
synchronous
technologies (chat, teleconferences, video
conferences) as these allow for an instant
communication where the participants feel
closer to one another, which results in the
feeling of belonging to the team and to better
relationships among the members. In
individualist culture, on the other hand, the
members of a team prefer to work
autonomously, hence they concentrate upon
autonomous work that flows alongside the work
of the others and they prefer asynchronous
technologies (e-mail, forums, etc.).
Group II: Directness-avoidance. Synchronous
technologies allow for a higher level of
interaction among the members, hence they are
preferred by the members that favour direct
communication.
Group III: High exposure - low exposure to
publicity: Synchronous technologies are
preferred by those members of a team who
enjoy being exposed to publicity; this is the
way they maintain a verbal or a non-verbal
relationship with people, they can read the body
language and this is what matters to them. On
the other hand, there are members who do not
like to be exposed to publicity; they prefer to
focus upon concrete information and,
consequently, their choices are asynchronous
technologies.
Which communication channels should be used
in the absence of a classical face-to-face
conversation and in which manner is an issue
that occurs frequently. Normally, in order that
the communication via these channels be
effective, it is necessary that the members of the
team should command certain knowledge and
skills. In order that communication be
conducted unobstructed, however, it is
necessary that a solid base for it should be
ensured, and this is obviously a developed
technology. According to Gross (2002), the
most challenging task in the management of
communication and virtual teams is actually the
technology management, but also the
management of the cultural differences that
exist among the team members. Similarly, one
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of rather difficult tasks for the virtual team
managers is to build mutual trust and relations
(Jarvenpaa i Leidner, 1999).
When selecting the technology to be
implemented with the virtual team, attention
should be paid to three factors (Nataatmadja I.,
Dyson L.E., 2005):
1.

Cultural and language differences

It is necessary to designate the major
communication language, and besides,
technology should allow for the translation
into other languages. The manner of
communication is also very important:
whether people talk in turns, or whether
interruptions are allowed is something that
has to be decided upon, as different cultures
bring different customs. Visual presentation,
i.e., the colours to be used etc., has to be
adapted as well.
2.

Technology

The technology to be implemented must be
defined in accordance with different
infrastructures and technological logistics in
different countries.
3.

Time and geographical location

Time zones have to be taken into account, as
well as holidays observed in different
countries. The same goes for the working
hours and breaks.

6. CONCLUSION
An analysis of this paper may lead to a
conclusion that virtual teams will be the method
in which the business will be conducted and
projects will be executed in the future. It is
through virtual teams that the best experts from
all over the world can be engaged, which means
that we need not be confined to only the best
from our own region; also, the operations costs
are significantly reduced, and, most important,
the time required for the project to be
completed is significantly shortened.
On the other hand, using virtual teams in work
bears certain risks that are worth paying
attention to and devoting enough time to in
order that they should be timely avoided. Here
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we primarily have in mind the members of
team that come from different cultures,
selection of communication technology,
language barriers and the method in which
knowledge is spread.

the
the
the
the

Fortunately, these shortcomings can be
surpassed in that a competent person will be
appointed to coordinate the team members and
their communication. When the first problems
in communication emerge, adequate measures
have to be undertaken to resolve them. This is
by no means an easy job, however, it is crucial
in a successful execution of the project in a
virtual environment. The person responsible for
the coordination of the members and the
communication among them has to be able to
create such a relationship among the members
that they all feel they are part of the team, that
they work towards a common goal.
An increasing number of companies embark on
conducting projects in a virtual environment, as
they become aware of the advantages such an
approach offers. With a further development of
technology, the communication in virtual teams
will become both more effective and more
efficient. Such an approach has broad
prospects; in the near future an ever larger
number of projects will be conducted
employing virtual teams, and the importance of
the
persons
managing
the
virtual
communication will increase. Hence, the
companies whose employees efficiently adapt
to the dynamic development of modern
technologies are certainly in an advanced
position, therefore an increasing importance is
expected to be assigned to education and
trainings in the fields of communication
management, virtual project management and
project management software tools.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INTEGRATION WITH COMPANY’S
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Abstract: Projects are no longer isolated processes. They are fully integrated into the corporations
in the modern business environment. Projects are mostly even incorporated into more than one
company. They are connected to each other and to other business processes in the business system.
This is why they need special preparation, management, precise project organization, adapted
information support, correct documentation, a special organizational culture, etc. The special
“Project System” (Prosis) was developed to support those demands. Prosis is composed of four
subsystems (organizational, human resources, information and documentation). These subsystems
have to be implemented gradually into the company, but always as a whole.
Key words: Project Processes, Project Information System, Project Management, Project

Office
1. INTRODUCTION
Projects can be specified and defined in various
ways (PMI, 2008). Each definition is
appropriate and correct from a certain point of
view. Each definition underlines a certain
project‟s features or aspects. However, projects
are rarely or never isolated from the business
environment. To include a project in the
business systems it is therefore necessary to
define projects, especially in terms of
organization. In the past many attempts were
made to introduce projects into the existing
organizational structure in the form of a special
organizational unit or in another (mostly
matrix) form. However, it has been noted lately
that projects are not static and they must be
introduced into the organization in a different
way.
We have realized that projects are processes.
Their main characteristic, in comparison with
the other business processes running in the
company or institution, is that projects are non-

repetitive processes. Due to this, they require
special preparation each time; they also require
adjusted management, specific definition of the
organizational roles of everyone involved,
adjusted information and documentation
support and an organizational culture developed
specially for their purpose.
Because the projects are implemented in
interaction with the other processes and not in
isolation and separated from the rest of the
business world, they require the co-operation of
people already involved in other processes.
They use the same resources, take place in the
same environment and time as other business
processes and require (usually limited) funds.

2. PROJECT PROCESSES
Projects can therefore be specific (non
repetitive) processes, on the one hand, while, on
the other, they have to be integrated into a
business environment. The question that arises
here is how to manage this interconnected
diversity. Projects must be managed and led in
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a special way and everyone involved must be
allowed to fully express their innovation and
creativity while using their expert knowledge
from the project‟s field. On the other hand, one
must establish and manage a system that will
provide certain rules that must be followed by
participants in the project within a regulated
business system. In order to achieve this
processes are divided into two groups, i.e. the
main project processes and the business project
processes.

2.1. Main Project Processes
The project includes main processes or
»working processes« or »transformation
processes«. These are separated into activities
and phases, which help achieve the goals of the
project. This is actually the work that must be
carried out during the project. Of course the
work is organized in an appropriate way.
Activities are time limited, interdependent and
their implementation requires resources and
creates expenses. The project must follow the
determined ceilings. At the same time, within
the individual activities, the self-initiative and
creativity of the implementing team are
encouraged and their full responsibility is
expected in order to achieve the results desired.

2.2 Project Management Processes
In order for the implementing teams to have the
possibility of »substantive freedom within
individual activities«, »organizational rules«
must be introduced to prevent chaos. These
rules can be implemented via the »project
management processes«. As part of these
processes, projects are first initiated, then a
concept and finally a plan are prepared (Trevor,
1996). Progression to each further preparation
phase must be approved by the project sponsor.
On approval of the plan, project implementation
is also authorized. Project management
processes also take place during the project.
These are processes of project modification and
project management. They are repeated
periodically, their frequency depending on the
duration of one period. Following the
termination of the final activity, when the
project reaches its goal and is basically
complete, the final project management act is
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carried out. The project must be formally closed
and it is necessary to organize the project
output and data storage etc.
Projects are actually divided into a substantive
and organizational part. This gives a lot of
freedom to the service providers, allowing
managers to prepare and direct the project,
while on the management level this approach
allows the management of the projects as a
whole and in unison with other processes.
All these present a major problem when
considering substantial change dynamics and
the high requirements of a business
environment in many businesses and
institutions. At the same time it is also a
challenge and an opportunity for companies
capable of accepting this organizational
challenge. Lately, many practices have shown
that success in project management cannot be
expected without a system approach.

3. THE PROJECT INFORMATION
SYSTEM
In the past there have been many attempts to
support projects. In the majority of cases, the
authors stayed focused only on information
support for the projects. Usually the solutions
are separated into individual modules covering
the financial aspect, the scheduling aspect, the
burden calculation etc. In terms of process, the
support is mostly dedicated, i.e. developed for a
certain type of development, investment,
information projects, etc. These solutions
(modular, informational and dedicated) are
extremely difficult to transmit between various
environments, and also it is not possible to
support all the projects in a selected business
system.
In general there are various approaches to
information support for projects (Kern et al.,
2004). The selection of the support depends on
the project type, the project scale, the
participants, their knowledge and experience,
etc. The solution depends to a large extent on
the environment where the projects are carried
out.
In the simplest case no information technology
is used to support a project information system.
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Such a »completely manual« solution is
maybe adequate for simple projects or for
projects that take place in an environment
where such technology cannot be implemented
fast enough and cost-efficiently. Usually the
reasons for this are the lack of time, knowledge
or dedication of those involved. Problems can
arise through long waiting and searching for
appropriate documents. Mostly they cause
delays and unnecessary administration costs.
Such a solution is frequent even though it is not
efficient.
Lately it has been possible to use a very simple
solution. The development of a static website
that allows the satisfactory management of
individual simple project implementation
(Hung, 1999). This solution was developed
especially for circumstances that require an
extremely fast establishment of the working
environment (maybe in just a few hours), where
the possibility of insight into the project and the
technical documentation is essential, where
many people from various locations are
involved in an unstructured environment and
where
only
basic
information
and
communication technology is accessible. The
disadvantage of this solution is that it must be
prepared individually for each project. It does
not allow interconnection of several projects
and it requires a lot of maintenance. Usually it
is linked only vaguely to tools for network
planning. Documentation management also
presents a major issue.
One of the possibilities it is to create or use a
dynamic website – portal (Hung, 1999). This
possibility is especially interesting for
companies with several minor projects, but with
an environment that is not structured enough for
more advanced solutions. Websites by
commercial providers supporting project
management have been available on the market
for quite some time. The advantage of these
solutions lies mostly in their simple use, as they
guarantee simpler maintenance and a certain
amount of control. Linking to tools that support
network planning is possible, though it is rather
complicated.
Advanced special information solutions
supporting project information systems use
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various documentation or “workflow systems”
as a basis (Baïna et al., 2006) (for example:
Notes, MS - SP Portal Server). The advantages
of these solutions lie in their support for every
level of the project work. They also allow
insight into a project from any place, the
governance and management of a number of
projects, strong data protection, connection with
tools for network planning and considerable
flexibility. The disadvantage is mostly the fact
that these solutions are rather complex and
therefore expensive. They require system
administration (obligatory project office or
project secretary) and are especially appropriate
for well-structured environments (companies)
with appropriate formalization (for example:
organization regulation for project work) and
for projects that are similar at least in structural
terms.
The most complex integral solutions are linked
to modern ERP systems in companies. From
this a conclusion can be drawn that they allow
for the management of major or well-structured
projects in a regulated environment (Furlong, &
Al-Karaghouli, 2010). More time is needed for
implementation and the systems are rather
expensive. On the other hand, they have several
advantages: they are an integral part of the
companies information system or institution (an
example is »MySap.com« and its »PS«
module), they allow project planning, analysis
and monitoring, enable systematic resources,
costs and time management; allow project and
technical documentation management, various
reporting methods and connections to the entire
business system and to other processes in the
business system. Of course this makes them
very complex and often they are not appropriate
for managing all the projects in a business
system. Along with this they are also somewhat
rigid, inflexible and relatively difficult to
implement.

4. PROSIS: SYSTEM FOR PROJECT
SUPPORT
Analysis of the needs of companies and
institutions with various processes, including
projects, showed that it is vital to establish an
integral project system that is also well
integrated into the company‟s business system
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(Kern et al., 2007). It must also provide all the
functions of dynamic web portals and integrate
them with the functions of special project
that are usually introduced gradually into a
company or institution, however always in
entirety. Prosis is not only an information
support for the project system, but is also
designed as a project system as a whole.
Subsystems connected to Prosis allow
integration and integral project management in
a business system. These subsystems are:
the organizational subsystem;
the project human resource subsystem;
the information subsystem and
the documentation subsystem.
The organizational subsystem includes:

solutions. To support these efforts we have
developed a project system called Prosis. Prosis
consists of several interconnected subsystems
the introduction and development of
project culture in a business system;
confirmation of the management,
governance and implementation level of
projects,
the connection of projects and business
processes into a single process web;
the development of dynamic, process and
project
adjusted
organizational
structures;
the development of system regulations
and project work guidance in line with
various quality standards and their
efficient implementation.

Figure 1: Review of Prosis part for organization and roles definition
The HR subsystem includes:
the introduction of project roles in every
organizational level of the business
system,

training the people who perform
individual project roles and the gradual
creation of appropriate competence
profiles of individuals;
the introduction of appropriate project
awards into a business system.
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Figure 2: Review of individuals roles in selected project
The information subsystem allows:
the use of all the possibilities offered by a
renovated organizational and HR
systems;
support for the collection, processing and
selection of project initiatives;
support for the project initialization,
conception, planning, implementation
and finalization processes;
support for the managers in decision
making (figure 3) in a multi-project
environment when determining goals,
restrictions, priorities and output
acceptance;
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support for project managers in the
preparation and distribution of work,
promotion
monitoring,
change
management and work completion;
support for the service provider‟s burden
management, project schedule and costs
management,
support for the service providers in
collecting the information required to
carry out activities, in periodical
reporting and when reporting on the
output of activities.
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Figure 3: Review of Prosis part for manager‟s decision support

The documentation subsystem allows:
the production, storage and distribution
of technical (substantive) and project
(organizational) documentation without
considering the content and form,
the
management
documentation statuses;

of

various

the
management
of
documentation versions;

the management of the archive of all
documents;
a complete security scheme when
accessing data and documents for various
project
roles.

Figure 4: Review of »Project definition« document in a Prosis project system
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5. STRENGTHS OF INFORMATION
COMPONENT OF THE PROSIS
Organizational and HR subsystems by Prosis
depend on the specific needs of the individual
company. As a consequence, the information
and documentation subsystems are subject to
these requirements. The information and
documentation core can therefore be adjusted
each time to the requirements and integrated
with the business information system of a
chosen company. Therefore some innovative
solutions are integrated. Some of them are
described below:
Project data are stored to one server and
can be accessed anytime anywhere,
which can be achieved using two types of
access. Server-client access enables
complete working, connection with tools
for network planning and system
administration. Access via the Internet
allows access from secured computer
networks as well. It is also possible to
develop and establish access via mobile
devices.
The user work in the project is not
restricted by system licenses for
software. This can be achieved by
integrating the extended software tools
that are available to the majority of
project participants. The documentation
subsystem is part of the proper solution.
The text editor is an adjusted »add-on«
solution. The only software package that
requires a license is the MS-Project. This
requires local installation, but only on the
project manager‟s computer. Other
participants in the project do not need
this software package.
The basis for the Prosis information
subsystem is a software solution, a so
called »Project portal«. The user
interface and its access to project
information can be adjusted for the
various needs of the project participants.
This can be achieved by an appropriate
definition of the »project roles«. These
must be subject to the rules that regulate
project work.
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Projects are not led by data but by
documentation. Therefore users require
all the advantages they are used to having
at disposal when working with word
editors. However, free-text is often
unstructured. The project involves much
precise data, for example: duration, start
and end dates, the number of hours,
costs, detailed goals, responsible persons
etc. These data must be included in the
database because they depend on a
network plan and change frequently.
Prosis solves the connection of a
database and a free-text in an innovative
way by using and adjusting a special
word processor (TX Text Control, 2011).
People in projects need simple,
immediate and structured access to
project documentation and project output
documentation. This can be done through
an electronic archive that forms part of
Prosis. Its advantage is that the document
structure is in line with the project
structure. In such a way, documents are
kept in activity files, phase files and
project files. Documents can be predefined as a form, they can be
unstructured or can have annexes
attached. Forms are easy to change in
terms of structure as well as content.
Project preparation is one of the most
important project management processes.
Preparation is usually divided into
initialization, conception and planning.
Project information are transferred from
one status to another status where they
are complemented with new information.
Unfortunately this means a lot of work
copying data and project documents are
therefore multiplied. In Prosis we need
only one document during the
preparation phase. It is called the
»Project definition«. The solution is
based on the fact that this document is
automatically upgraded with new
chapters when the project moves to the
subsequent status. When transferring
from a concept status into a plan, the
document is upgraded with schedules,
resource burden plans and costs tables.
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The document is stored as a “new status”
with the previous document always being
accessible through the “document
history”.
Confirmation of the adequacy of an idea,
concept or plan (and also of project
modification and conclusion) must be
done by a project sponsor.
An important part of the project system is
also the network planning. This is
supported by the MS-Project. The data
from the MS Project are integrated within
a single database. This enables the above
mentioned transformation of data into
structured documents. This solution

enables updated data to be available at
any time to every participant in the
project.
The system enables reporting at every
project level. On the implementation
level it provides a simple recording of
hours spent (according to a plan) and of
the work done. Each member of the
project only sees the activities that he or
she is intended to work on according to
the plan and only during a determined
period. A system to confirm the work
reported using the so-called »periodic
reports« has also been developed.
Reporting on the project level is also
supported.

Figure 5: Review of selected project realization state, at the selected moment, in the Prosis
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusion can be drawn that projects need
integrated documentation and information
support. However, they must be completely
adjusted to the needs of company projects and
only implemented when a company is ready to
carry out a project in terms of the
organizational and personnel requirements in
order to exploit all the possibilities offered by
the technology. Project management is not
possible without the appropriate information
and documentation support, though, at the same
time, experience shows that an incorrect
implementation of such a system or even an
inappropriate system can cause more harm than
good.
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KEY ELEMENTS OF INFORMATION SUPPORT FOR INNOVATION
PROJECTS REALIZATION
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Abstract: The paper is related to an area of innovation projects information support i.e. description
of an information system for continuous monitoring of present innovation projects realization.
Starting from a theoretical concept, technical inventiveness and commercial exploitation of
innovation can be considered both as a process and the output of the overall process of innovation.
Given that innovation projects are identified as the first idea realization in certain conditions, with
primarily loosely defined goals at the start together with high-level risk taking, it should be more
than important to establish a system for managing these projects efficiently. On the other hand,
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has become a strategic tool that provides the
possibility for the company to gain competitive advantage, and this should be especially the case in
innovation management field. In that sense, the example of key elements of information system
developed for innovation projects realization monitoring has been given, in order to enable the upto-date insight into project status, phases, type and nature, risk level and other attributes relevant for
successful implementation.
Key words: Innovation project, Information system, Project realization

1. INTRODUCTION
Starting from the most comprehensible
definition of innovation project as a process of
the first idea realization in given conditions
including high-risk and multidisciplinary
innovative teams, the importance of having a
system for managing such a project efficiently
becomes more than evident. Innovation is often
used to signify something new, while the word
innovo is traceable to Latin and could be
translated as to renew (Brady and Soderlund,
2008). Innovation is one of the most important
challenges, vital to the survival and prosperity
of modern corporations (Ko et al., 2011).
Among an extensive number of different
innovation classifications, one that should be
considered as standard can be found in the
guidelines for collecting and interpreting
innovation data, well-known in the innovation
field as the “Oslo Manual” (Eurostat, 2005).
According to this innovation definition, it can
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be said that innovation projects represent a
special project category which aims at
development and implementation of a new or
significantly improved product (goods or
service), or process (implementation of a new
or significantly improved production or
delivery method), or a new marketing
(implementation of a new marketing method
involving significant changes in product design
or packaging, product placement, product
promotion or pricing), or organizational method
(implementation of a new organizational
method in the firm‟s business practices,
workplace organization or external relations).
The example here presented has been given of
information system for innovation projects
realization monitoring, developed to enable the
up-to-date insight into project status, phases,
type and nature, risk level and other attributes
relevant for successful implementation.
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Nowadays, we have a growing number of
software packages supporting the idea
generating (ideation) phase, meaning collecting
and evaluating ideas for new product/service
development. Today, many companies have
understood that systematic and structural
approach to success needs support through an
adequate information system. For example, the
emerging information technologies (ITs) offer
construction organizations great potential to
develop collaborative work management
information
systems
in
architecture,
engineering and construction (A/E/C) projects
(Xue et al., 2012).
As the projects and their environments get more
complex, subject to uncertainty, time and
money pressures, the need for a really helpful
and smart system to support the decision
making and manage project information
systematically, is accentuated. Generally, the
project management information system can be
defined as a system which supports and
facilitates the delivery of any project,
particularly those which are complex, subject to
uncertainty, and under the market, time and
money pressures or otherwise difficult to
manage (Jaafari and Manivong, 1998). They
can support project managers in their planning,
organizing, control, reporting and decision
making tasks, while evaluating and reporting at
the same time (Raymond and Bergeron, 2008).
Information systems for supporting project
realization have to be flexible and
comprehensive in order to monitor and control
project data, and they should also have the
ability to evaluate individual projects, partial
projects, or multiple projects. Nowadays, the
acceptable number of software solutions packages that can be used to manage projects
can be found, among which the most notable
may be considered to be the MS Project
(Microsoft) and Primavera (Oracle). These
solutions provide significant support in the
project management filed, by following the
time, costs and resources in an efficient way.
Also, the importance of software for supporting
project management can be indentified through
a large number of open source software tools
and project management packages developed in
recent years, such as: Gantt Project, OpenProj,
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and TaskJuggler. As well a large number of
web applications have the ability to view
project plans, provide resource, communication
and cost management between projects
(dotProject, Wrike, LiquidPlaner).
In contrast to some of the existing software
solutions that provide the ability to manage
projects, the main goal of the developed
information system presented in this paper is to
achieve the establishment of accurate, up-todate, comprehensive and always available
records on the implementation of innovation
projects (Stosic et al., 2010). The aim of the
proposed information system is to monitor the
whole process of realization of the innovation
projects and engaged resources, with the
possibility of storing required information in
the database and updated reporting. Also, the
information system should help executives and
project managers during the process of
innovation project implementation to carry out
project professionally and effectively, by using
proven and reliable methods.

2.
SELECTED
INFORMATION
SYSTEM
COMPONENTS
FOR
INNOVATION
PROJECT
REALIZATION
Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) has become a strategic tool that provides
the possibility for the company to gain
competitive advantage that should be especially
the case in innovation management field. The
information system can be defined as a set of
interconnected elements that work together to
collect, store, process and distribute
information, to provide analysis, decision
making, coordination and control in the
organization (Lazarevic, 2006). The aim of the
information system is to provide an efficient
interaction
of
organization
with
the
environment, customers, suppliers, competitors,
government agencies, as well as continuous
achievement of business goals.
The major idea of developing information
systems for supporting the implementation and
realization of innovation projects was to
identify the project and business processes,
where information systems modelling has been
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done by using the structural system analysis and
an extended entity-relationship model.
The information system includes a relational
database (13 tables and 50 attributes), 10
screen-forms for data entry, 9 reports and 20
SQL queries, designed to keep a record of
innovation projects, their type, success,
innovation project team members, organizations
implementing the project, forms of project legal
protection, and for the propose of this paper we
present selected components, concerning 4 key
elements:
• Innovation Project;
• Organization;
• Employees;
• Legal protection.
Considering innovation projects to be a special
project category, successful implementation
requires keeping track about project start and

finishing date, project phases, financial and
human resources, and the resulting overall
social and economic effects. In this regard,
presented information system can keep records
about innovation project and its attributes such
as project name, project ID, start and finish date
for the whole project, and can also store
information about each phase of innovation
project, as it is shown in Figure 1. Date
evidence about innovation project also includes
possible risk and overall effect to market,
society and company. As an indicator of project
financial performance a parameter ROI (R2I) return on investment was used, and this
represents the measure of financial performance
of innovative projects. According to a wellknown innovation classification (Oslo Manual),
information system can follow the innovation
project within the certain nature and type of
innovation (Figure 1).

Figure 1 – Innovation project entity form
Observing the organization as a generalized
entity that in some way participates in the
realization of innovation projects (i.e.
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stakeholders), specialization can be made to the
following organizations:
• Customers, Implementers - innovative
organizations;
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• Competitors - either in implementing the
innovation project or in using innovation
project results;
• Suppliers - providing support for
implementation of the innovation project,
• Government - State authorities, government
and ministries providing legal and financial

support necessary for successful
implementation of the innovation project.
Figure 2 shows entity form of innovation
project implementers, which characterizes the
special type of organization that is responsible
for project realization.

Figure 2 – Project stakeholder entity form
One of the key resources in process of
innovation project realization represents people
employed in the organization that performs
innovation projects. In the process of ideas
generating and implementing, employees‟
knowledge and experience, talents and personal
character have the largest impact. Having that
in mind, the information system also allows
monitoring of all participants in the
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implementation of the innovation project. The
model is designed in a way that allows
employees who participate in the realization of
innovation projects to have an advisory role and
the possibility of simultaneous work on more
than one innovation projects. The user interface
entity form that connects employees with
innovation projects they work on is given in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3 - Employee on Project entity form
The organization that owns the intellectual
property rights of the implementation of their
innovation projects has the right to prevent any
unauthorized use. For this purpose, in the
developed information, system intellectual

property rights are observed only in the field of
industrial property, which includes patents,
technical innovation, know-how, industrial
design, trademarks and service marks and
geographical indications, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 – Intellectual property for innovation project entity form

3. CONCLUSION
The information system for supporting
innovation projects realization presented in this
paper is based on the crucial characteristics of
innovation projects models and elements.
Managing and monitoring the implementation
of innovation projects in the business and
project portfolio has become a necessity for any
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successful
project-oriented
organization.
Especially, with the implementation of modern
information and communication technologies,
small and medium enterprises make the
opportunity to increase their competitiveness.
In brief, the presented information system
meets the following features:
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1) Creating and saving information about
innovation projects in the database;
2) Creating and saving information about
organizations
(customers,
suppliers,
competitors, government), and employees
in the database;
3) View and print reports on innovative
projects, employees, legal protection, etc. ..
Working with an information system enables
improvements in effectiveness and efficiency in
managerial tasks that are observed in terms of
better project planning, scheduling, monitoring
and control. Planning for organizational success
assumes that the project manager is able to
build alliances with key stakeholders in order to
ensure that the innovation project results are
successfully adopted on market. We can
conclude that a developed information system
should make a significant contribution to
project success and should continue to be the
subject of project management research.
By developing information system with
aforesaid elements, structure and functionality,
the opportunity arises not only to support
ideation process, but to have the information
considering other phases and attributes of
innovation project as a whole. Keeping an
accurate reports and having a review of
achieved results creates an appropriate basis for
successful innovation portfolio management in
general.
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Abstract: Decision making within International Organisations (IO), especially those present on the
ground within a developing country, acting to assist transition or reform processes, are problematic
and complex. This paper looks at the application of more complex methodologies, which might
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1. OVERVIEW
Problem Structuring Methods (PSMs) can be
regarded as a strategic management tool usually
applied to unstructured problems characterized
by multiple stakeholders, multiple perspectives,
conflicting interests, and high levels of
uncertainty, which is exactly the working
environment within many IOs. Hence their
application would perfectly fit into the above
mentioned, and would be a welcome novelty at
this time of desirable change, despite the
unfortunate fact that they are seldom used
within the IO political and diplomacy context.
If it is decided to implement a PSM event, it is
recommended that in the initial phase it is
planned as a one time event which will aid the
decision-making process as regards our short to
medium term way forward, including the
investment of resources. Aside from being an
aid to decision making, the first exercise will
also serve to obtain a buy in from those who
have not been exposed to such challenging
tools before.
Some of the issues a PSM exercise could
address include: multi-national & cultural
setting including difference values and work

methodology among the different units and
departments within the IO, external stakeholder
analysis, overall objectives and strategic
direction, as well as possible re-organisation
and eventual exit from the country (Keeney,
1996).
In terms of benefits of utilising a PSM exercise,
issue definition is important as often the same
terms or even words, mean different things to
different people. This is particularly highlighted
in an IO where many different nations are
represented, not to mention the diplomatic
mandate of the organisation, where this can be
crucial (Dutton & Ottensmeyer, 1987;
Smith,2002). As in all organisations, managers
tend to interpret issues as they affect them
directly, or in terms of their national policy
framework, especially in terms of personal
interest and effect. The matter is further
exacerbated by the frequent turnover of
managers, especially at mid level.
The above directly impacts mental models
within the IO. In terms of the IO mandate, these
different mental models impact our work,
including that of strategic management because
they define our key issues and interpretation of
the environment – ultimately dictating the
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nature of change (Morecroft & Sterman, 2000).
This also relates directly to values among all
the staff within the IO. This is particularly
important if we accept the well known change
management rule that ‟organisations never
change, people do‟. Values are fundamental in
any decision making process, as it is they that
define alternatives and thus policy options,
when viewed holistically (Keeney,1996).
Success or failure will depend on the ability to
mobilise all relevant stakeholders for sufficient
periods of time and allow for an open
discussion to take place. Challenges in this
respect must not be sidelined and those not
performing to standards should be clearly
challenged. The above mentioned disparity in
values resulting from a multi-national working
environment, while offering benefits in terms of
broad professional knowledge, is also a
negative factor as far as certain management

Project & Activity Based
approach,
ad hoc system

Going back to issue definition, the main
problem is the methodology applied by the IO
towards key interlocutors, i.e its mandated
tasking. As clearly demonstrated in the chart
below, this implies less reliance on project
based management and more emphasis on a
holistic and coordinated methodology at a
strategic level. Hence, the PSM exercise will
allow for a proper problem definition.

Progrmme based
approach with
strategic overview

Furthermore, considering the IO is part of a
wider system in most cases consisting of a HQ
with country delegations, the suggested PSM
models will enable a closer look at the way
interaction takes place most importantly in
terms of how interaction and communication
take place vertically (and horizontally). Such an
exercise will thus aid inter/intra IO strategies,
long term planning and other strategic
processes, such as intervention or exit
strategies.
A further important benefit for the IO is likely
to be consensus building, which is often
lacking. Improved communication resulting
from PSMs in an open format will also improve
commitment, i.e. supportability of decisions
(Franco). By mapping IO organisational issues,
senior managers will be able to get further
insight into their own areas and also be able to
establish linkages between different programme
areas, possibly opening new business
opportunities (Vennix, 1999). This is likely to
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aspects are concerned. However, it is hoped that
the high professional standards would enable a
solid debate in terms of cognitive mapping.
Moreover, it is exactly the use of PSMs which
could aid this process and help develop it
further, especially in terms of the development
of New Public Management, an approach to
managing public services that prioritises
managerial, as opposed to professional skills
(Osborne & Brown, 2005).

Reform of entire
ogranisation, based
on change
management

impact future work methodology and diminish
the box approach currently in existence, where
units and departments within the IO do not fully
coordinate and cooperate in project and
programme outputs set.
Considering the above, it is suggested that a
moving target approach be utilised, where the
issue is open to further change as the PSM
progresses (Jaques,2004). Looking at the five
case studies examined, not all cases - in terms
of lessons learned and model utilisation - are
applicable for our IO. Hence, in terms of a short
brief, arguments will be presented only for
those PSMs which could be deemed applicable
to most IOs.

2. RELEVANT PSM APPLICATION
Introduction of strategic management into the
public sector has evolved over the past 20
years, with the concept of New Public
Management. The 5 case studies examined
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below include several models relating to
various operational research methods (OR).
However, as mentioned, not all are relevant to
all IOs considering the nature of business,
including the various mandates IO can have. No
doubt, the wider the IOs mandate, the more
applicable these will be.
For IOs where a PSM has not been used before,
a simple cognitive model is recommended in
the first instance, using a facilitator who is
experienced but neutral (Vennix, 1999). The
Strategic Options Development & Analysis
(SODA) is the method that most closely meets
the cognitive mapping capacities within the
IO‟s management landscape, as a problem
structuring method particularly suited to
problem identification (Eden & Ackermann,
2001). In other words, it is a general problem
identification method that uses cognitive
mapping as a modelling device for eliciting and
recording individuals' views of a problem
situation.
The mapping can in the first instance be done
individually through individual interviews with
managers (Ackermann & Eden, 2005).
However, a group mapping model is
recommended as the ideal next step, usually
referred to as the Oval Mapping Technique
(OMT) (Wall ovals (post-its) are often used as
a manual start to computer-based mapping
using Banxia's Decision Explorer). The
development of a more regular framework, such
as COLA in the case of the UK construction
industry is unlikely to materialise, mainly as a
result of the above mentioned management
landscape (Franco, Cushman & Rosenhead,
2004).
The OMT can help in simple terms to identify
issues, problems and challenges, i.e. strategic
issues facing an organisation (Bryson, 2004).
By using connecting arrows this technique links
the operational level with the strategic issues in
a very straightforward manner – based on
subjective views of the individuals involved
(Eden & Ackermann, 2001). As such it will
help at e.g. unit or department level to make
sense of situations or issues, especially to those
who are new to the organisation, as well as
those whose programmes and projects are
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having difficulty at a unit implementation level.
The informality of the process often means that
it is easier to initiate the process and open up
the discussion, thus helping to bring about
relationships in the wider sense (Eden &
Ackermann, 2002). Specifically, it would help
those organisational units and managers who
are ‟boxed in‟ in their own issues to understand
the perspectives of others in the process. In
other words, people often see issues connected
by one-way cause and effect relationships,
failing to realise the holistic nature that is
usually relevant.
The OMT is more than simply an assessment or
analysis, as mapping is a dynamic learning
process (Hickling, 2001). Hence, it is important
at this stage to emphasise the importance of the
fact that the top management not only endorses
the mapping process, but also actively
participates in it when ever required. This is
especially important when a more holistic
nature of factors comes into play and the
complexity of issues becomes much larger, as
argued below. Difficulties that can be
anticipated include time management and
availability due to day to day issues and
frequent turnover of staff with little institutional
memory.
The more complex the organization, the more
chances there are of the existence of a
specialized organizational unit separated from
day to day pressures and dedicated to longer
term planning and coordination (Friend &
Hickling, 1997). The role of organisational
units which have the tasking for strategic
coordination or planning is seen as crucial, at
least in terms of facilitation and linkage
between various layers of management, as well
as the management problem raised above. This
is reinforced considering the bottom-up nature
of the process (top-down visions and missions
are defined by the IO‟s mandate).
The SODA methodology has recently
developed further into JOURNEY Making
(Jointly
Understanding
Reflecting
and
Negotiating strategy). In practice, these two
PSMs comprise a number of interlinked
elements: a neutral facilitator using cognitive
mapping as a technique and computer software
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(Decision Explorer) as a supporting tool if
required to handle the complexity revealed by
members of a working group. However, as time
passed and as SODA was used for problem
solving and issue management, management
teams used the process and substantive
outcomes as an influence on their overall
strategy. Consequently, the theories and
principles that inform SODA led to a
significant extension of the methodology so that
it became a „process oriented/management
science strategy making and delivery
methodology‟. So, JOURNEY Making is
designed to deal with two sorts of complexities:
the complexity of the organisational
environment within which to formulate a
strategy, and internal complexity of formulating
a strategy given a wide variety of views and
interests (Eden & Ackermann, 2004). Strategic
coordination or planning units within IOs can
act as a positive link in these processes and
are likely to positively contribute to the PSM
exercise, when conducted.
In this sense, JOURNEY Making is ultimately a
useful tool for many IO in terms of looking at
the new programme area related to assisting a
beneficiary government Ministry. As noted
above, it may take time to implement,
depending largely on the
successful
implementation of the initial SODA/OMT
workshops.

Assertions about the
department, mission and
external factors

3. MIXING PSMS
This paper argues that more demanding PSMs –
in terms of complexity of process and time
required - can be considered as well, for those
IOS which need to look at demanding
questions. Top management support, in
concluding that from HQ is a requirement,
important in terms of the already highlighted
problem relating to frequent turn over of staff
within the IO as well as the highlighted multinational breakdown of staff, expertise lying in
the professional rather than management area of
competencies, as well as the overall political
mandate of the IO.
Cognitive/OMT maps take the form of a set of
connected options-outcomes chains. Assertions
about the world imply possible policy options
which (taken in coherent bundles) in turn imply
strategies for the organisation. These are often
linked to the overarching goals of the
organisation as shown in the chart below.

Policy Options available
for the department,
mission

As mentioned above, SODA is recommended
in our instance mainly as a problem
identification method, to formulate key issues.
To advance findings further as we move beyond
lower organisational units of an IO up to the
HQ level, in line with the above stated
overarching goal setting, the utilisation of a
System Dynamics (SD) model could be
applied, based primarily as a qualitative model
(It is not likely that a quantitative PSM model
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From an allocation of resources point of view,
the engagement of a facilitator as well as
possible computer software needs to budgeted
for, but represents a positive investment
opportunity, especially if the PSM is to be
repeated.

Strategies available

will be supported, with significant institutional
resistance at least in the short term)
Just like JOURNEY Making, the SD model can
build on the initial SODA findings. Thus a
combination of the two different PSMs is
possible if a more holistic approach is desired
(Rosenhead, 1996). This is also supported by
the examined case study relating to the channel
tunnel case found in INTERFACES No 27
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(Ackermann, Eden & Williams, 1997). There
are advantages to using two combined PSM
methods.
The
initial
SODA
SPM
(cognitive/OMT model applied with the COPE
computer software) provided a blueprint for the
subsequent application of SD. As argued in this
case study „using mixed methodologies in a
decision-making process can provide a richer
and more informed model, thus providing more
validation‟ if required (Ibid).
The SD model, even in a qualitative mode, is
interesting for two reasons. It takes into account
feedback cycles, which are complex tasks to
address (Sterman, 1994). Furthermore, SD is
argued to address the deficiencies relating to
flaws in human mental models, such as limited
processing ability, perceptions, biases and so on
(Vennix, 1999). Despite all these advantages,
such a complex (and costly) PSM methodology
is advised only if all conditions are right for its
utilisation.

4. CONCLUSION
As a strategic management tool, PSMs can
positively impact IOs which strive to assist
reform processes in developing countries.
Through the usage of a facilitated SODA PSM,
and possibly the group model building SD
exercise, IOs can aim to manage internal issues,
including those in relation to their own political
and diplomatic hierarchy as a whole. As such,
PSM represent a value for money investment to
be recommended.
However, despite the value added of such
methods, there is little usage and they are not
common
practice
within
IOs.
The
organisational culture inherent from the past
has not managed to introduce such innovative
solutions, despite the fact that the complexity of
challenges in face of globalisation, public
demand and the information revolution has
increased exponentially over the past decade or
so.
Even in cases where senior civil servants and
public managers apply PMS in their home
government bodies and agencies, they do not
take the practice on secondment or deployment
to an IO. It is as if they enter a new
organisational culture, and passively adopt the
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set practices and methodologies present on the
ground. An example is a national police force
within an EU country. Many police forces use
such methodologies to help them in decisionmaking in their home countries, but when
deployed abroad within an international
organisation, there is little PSM usage to
resolve similar questions.
Hence, while PSM are highly recommended as
a cost-effective tool, it is difficult to see their
usage in terms of innovation and modernisation
of the work practices within the IO community.
To give full justice to the argument, it must be
said that PSM are not a panacea in all cases.
IOs do operate within a unique working
environment, dictated by political and
diplomatic agreements, interests and so on.
Also, it must be realised that such methods are
only tools with limits, mostly used on an on-off
basis. They are not ultimate solutions to all
situations and problems, with many questions
remaining over their utilisation (For example,
for a discussion on the merits of the SD model,
as compared to Systems Thinking System
Dynamics NEWSLETTER, Volume 21 –
Number 4, October 2008.)
This paper ends with the proposition that IO
must modernise and reform just other state
administration, of which members it consists,
especially in the light of the modern world
crisis. Terms such as New Public Management
from the 1980s and Governance from the 1990s
have only partially penetrated the IO business
model. An open question to prompt further
discussion and research is how best to achieve
this?
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Abstract: Changes are all around. If the organization wants to survive it has to change constantly.
However, a simple application of one of the many change management models is not enough. What
is needed is organizational adjustment. This paper presents the importance of organizational
capacity for change and steps on how to improve it. Also, the paper proposes three organizational
change units which would help organizations manage numerous and continuous change
management projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern organizations can survive in a
competitive environment only on condition they
manage projects in an appropriate manner
(Obradović, 2010). The inevitability of change
is something that need not be talked about nor
is it necessary to insist on its importance. If
organizations accept the neccesity of change,
the right question is whether they are capable of
changing and whether their changes are
appropriate and fast enough.
In view of turbulent change in the environment,
both profit- and non-profit sector organizations
strive to learn how to manage change,
developing their individual and organizational
capacities and fostering innovativeness and
leadership. Gartner estimates that less than 10%
organizations have attempted to introduce
change management at least in its most
elementary form: by training managers, by
building change management units or in some
other manner. Similarly, 66% of cahnge
projects are either not timely completed or they
exceed the budget (2006). The results of the
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reasearch conducted in 2006 are still more
dramatic and reveal that only 6% projects are
successfully completed and 32% are partially
complated (Green, 2009). Despite a large
number of change management models
(Obradović,2010), special attention has to be
paid to organizational adjustment to implement
these models and change implementation in
general.
This paper is an attempt to elaborate two basic
premises of organizational preconditions of
change: capacity and organizational adjustment.
The organization that is really oriented towards
change management has to have mastered a
certain capacity for such a management
concept. This very important question has not
been paid due attention to either by modern
theory or by practice. Hence the first chapter of
this paper will describe the basic components of
organizational capacity for change as well as
concrete suggestions for its improvement.
Another very important factor of change
success
is
organizational
adjustment.
Traditional and certain modern organizations
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are still rigid, and do not permit even a slightest
amount of flexibility for a spontaneous change
implementation. Since strictly structured and
formalized models make an indispensable
portion of the managerial “mindset“, the paper
proposes a formalization of new organizational
units whose predominant goal would be an
efficient and effective change management.

2. ORGANIZATIONAL
FOR CHANGE

CAPACITY

Generally, organizations are not really ready for
change; therefore, this section of the paper will
present a short review of what can be done to
get closer to this goal. Important in the context
of organizational capacity for change is their
readiness for change, as well as the measures
used to increse this readiness, i.e., improve the
organizational adaptability to change.

2.1. Organizational readiness for change
In his approach, Harvard (2003) lists three basic
steps in the process of improving the
organization‟s readiness to change:
Assess a unit-per-unit readiness for
change;
Develop
more
participational
approaches to the method in which the
daily job is performed;
Give people a voice.
Assess a unit-per-unit readines for change
Organization as a whole may not be ready,
nevertheless, certain units are often ready to
move – they have reputable and effective
leaders, they are motivated for change and the
people in these units are used to working
together and collaborating. The program of
change should be commenced in these units and
they should be used as basis for testing the
initiative for change.
Develop a more participative approaches to
the method in which the daily job is
performed
Do what can be done to develop “habits“ of
participation at work. Especially:
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Shift decision-making downwards, to
the lowest possible levels;
Start a free information exchange;
Create a two-way communication
Eliminate unnecessary symbols of
hierarchy and unequal status – dining
rooms and parking sites for managers,
offices meant for either a higher or a
lower status employees;
Enhance participative mangement;
Get into the trenches with the front line
employees – and encourage other
managers to do the same;
Train people in working together and
cross-function collaborating, addressing
projects and problems through crossfunctional teams; and
Help people understand “why“ the
change and work with them to discover
“what“.
Give people a voice
Voice authorises people to act. Richard Axelrod
says that the cornerstone of any democratic
process is voice – power to be heard and affect
the outcomes. Voice maximization means the
expansion of the range of engagement to
include those that can be affected by the change
process, including those opposing to change, or
those who have a different opinion. When
people really believe that their voice counts, the
critical mass/body for change is realy created.
However, in the companies where interactive
communication is lacking, energy is more
difficult to activate (Axelrod, 2001).
John Kotter stresses that employees do not
generally help – or cannot help – in the efforts
towards change if they feel they are relativelly
powerless or without the right of voice. He also
identified the barriers for encouraging people
that the others usually overlook (Figure 1). One
barrier is a formal organizational structure. If,
for example, the goal or vision is to “focus
upon the consumer“, the organizational
structure that fragmentizes resources and
responsibilities into diconnected components
will be a barrier to change. Similarly, the
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structure built on the middle-level manager
junctions will probably block any plan to

encourage the managers of lowel levels.

Figure 1. Barriers to strengthening (Kotter, Leading Change, 1996)
Dispel fear
The quality methodology developed by W.
Edwards Deming includes fourteen points for
an effective management. One of these points
encourages managers to dispel fear at work
posts. An organizational culture dominated by
fear is incapable of substantial change. Fear
makes people avoid risks, squat and be silent –
even conceal disappointing results.
Inspired employees are essential for the success
of organizational change. Suggestions that may
be useful in encourageing employees are the
following (Harvard Business Essentials, 2003):

Delegate decision-making authority.
Obviously, change cannot occur in a fearstricken environment. For example, people in
despotic nations know that the best way to
survive is to keep silent, follow orders and
cover errors when necessary. These countries
have, however, been overcome by their more
open rivals. Companies are no different.
Employees on all the levels have to feel free to
reconsider the status quo, identify problems and
propose solutions – even if their attitudes are
not consistent to the leader‟s attitude. They can
also feel free to try new things without fear of
being punished if they fail.

Encourage innovative thinking;
Show respect for employees – and do it
regularly;
Delegate, but don‟t follow each step;
Expand trust. In case there is
dissatisfaction as regards results,
identify causes and work on them;
Be flexible and show this flexibility to
others;
Encourage taking risks and be tolerant
of failures;
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2.2. Increase organizational adaptability
The organization that can change frequently
and effortlessly is well positioned for success in
the 21st century (Greenfield, 2008). In an
everchanging environment, organizations that
can innovate and change faster than others are
those that will survive and prosper in the long
run. Can a large, inflexible organization make
itself more prone to change? Can it learn to be
flexible and to bend and even transform when
necessary? The answer to these questions is
“yes“, although this may require a fundamental
shift in the culture and a certain time to
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accomplish it. Of course, the organizations that
train their people, especially their leaders
according to the principles of an effective
change management will eliminate numerous
difficulties related to the major change.
Greenfiled proposes certain steps the
organization has to undertake to improve its
adaptability to change:
1. training leaders for leading change,
2. developing understanding of change
within organization,
3. establishing open communication,
4. establishing project discipline,

Leaders are, naturally, only people. They are
pressed by the same forces that deter people
from adopting substantial changes, hence
orienting them towards the purpose of the given
change is equally important as developing their
skills in change leading.
Educating leaders about change may actually
help achieve the double goals of increasing
their personal tolerance to change (through a
more sincere acceptance of the change process)
with a simultaneous fostering of their
capabilities of leading others through change.
2. Developing understanding of change
within organization

Certain changes can be performed promptly,
while others, those that require fundamental
change, require more time. The route one will
take in improving the organizational
adaptability to change depends on the starting
point. If the organization is already prepared for
change, some of the above listed steps may
prove to be redundant.

The first step in helping people cope with
change is to help them understand why change
will be difficult to them. If they understand the
forces of change, they will not be surprised if
they feel upset or frustrated, they will realize
that this is only a part of the change process and
that it is normal that they fight with abandoning
the old ways in leading change. They will also
develop a common language to express their
frustrations or solve problems. For example,
they can ask the leader about success factors
after change or require a degree of autonomy in
implementing change in their own manner.
Once this understanding of change has been
established throughout the organization, people
will feel they have greater control over the
situation and will be more relaxed as regards
transition process. Shortly, this will make
possible to just open the door instead of
knocking at the locked door.

1. Training leaders in change leading skills

3. Establishing open communication

Training (educating) managers and directors in
how to lead change is perhaps the most efficient
and
effective
method
of
improving
organizational adaptability. If the leader is
motivated and capable of leading the change, of
participating in an open communication,
empowering his people and supporting and
encouraging them through success and failures
of organizational change, there is a real chance
that the change will succeed. Leaders who
appreciate the change consequences also
frequently design and implement change in a
manner that is more customer-friendly.

Open communication is critical in helping
people feel included into change (instead of
being the victims of change). It helps people
understand the purpose of change, as well as its
advantages and weaknesses. A regular, open
and sincere communication nurtures trust,
increases certainty and thus reduces anxiosity.

5. establishing the culture of learning and
development,
6. establishing
management,

performance-based

7. establishing the purpose and value
system,
8. empowerment,
9. establishing change as organizational
root.
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Introducing a succession of communication
mechanisms into the everyday life of the
organization and building a culture of open,
two-way communication is one of the most
important factors in developing adaptability to
change. Poor communication means that people
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have to rely on rumours and assume that the
leader team actively conceals things from them.
Poor communication is a way to mistrust,
especially during the change period.
4. Establishing project discipline
Every substantial change requires an effective
project management if it is to be introduced
with as few errors as possible. A good project
manager ensures that the efforts of different
people are efficiently controlled, that problems
and risks are identified and treated in an
appropriate manner and that the overall effort is
supervised and led by an adequate group of
senior managers. Good project managers will
build the elements of change management, such
as communication with stakeholders and postimplementation support, into their plans. A
strict project discipline allows for monitoring
the past records on successful changes, raising
the level of trust among those affected by
change and reducing the uncertainty and
anxiety levels.
It is just what Greenfield and other authors
advocate that contributes to the importance and
justifiability of the model presented in this
paper.
5. Establishing the culture of learning and
development
At the very idea of having to learn something
new, especially in a formal environment such as
the training room, some people feel as though
they were sent back to school or being told that
they were not good enough in their work. Other
view it as a “day off work“. Organizations that
regularly train their people can overcome these
prejudices and establish a culture in which
people expect to learn and improve their
performance. Hence, when the change comes,
the process of learning new skills and
behaviours will be direct and well-known.
On the organizational level, learning culture
means that organizations are ready and able to
reconsider the past failures and success and
systematically improve their performance on
the basis of the lessons learned. Failures are
very often either put aside as unfortunate
incidents which are best to forget, or become a
focus of shame. In view of this, the
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organizations that view failure as an important
opportunity to learn and improve diminish their
chances to make mistakes in the future. Perhaps
a greates surprise is the proneness to forget the
success in search of a new challenge. People
and organizations that learn systematically from
their success and failures will learn something
new from each change they encounter (through
a process of a group post-project review) and
improve their collective skills in change
implementation.
6. Establishing performance-based
management
Even after the change is launched, people can
still choose not to let change happen. They may
choose not to adopt new principles of customer
service or not to follow a new, more efficient,
business practice. They may also choose not to
use the new computer systems to their full
potential or not to accept their roles in a new
organizational structure. Hence, if the benefits
from change are to be understood and
recognized, some time has to be devoted to its
embedding into the organization after it has
been launched. Perhaps the most important tool
for this is performance management.
If people are aware of the goals they have to
achieve and of behaviour they have to show,
and if managers deem people responsible and
teach them how to improve, then an effective
performance management is established. When
change comes, it is relatively simple to educate
people on changed behavior and new goals,
and it is easy for managers to support them in
adopting new behaviours for achieving new
goals.
7. Establishing the purpose and value system
A strong feeling of purpose and a well
established set of values gives people a feeling
of certainty (and even control) during the period
of extensive change. In case these are missing,
a strong will is required on the top level to
establish them, not to mention the large amount
of effort and time. Those organizations that
establish a strong feeling of identity and strict
culture, however, have proved to be more
successful in the long run in comparison with
the organizations that fail to do that. This is not
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surprising, since these organizations have what
they need to survive the storm that faces any
organization that lasts for any longer period of
time.
8. Empowering
The people on the top hierarchy level of the
organization often feel happy about important
changes. The truth is, it is they who participated
in the discussion that led to change and made
the decision to take this course. They usually
care more about whether their managers and
staff will implement their decisions and they are
sometimes feel impaired when their enthusiasm
for a certain initiative is not reflected on the
lower levels in the organization.
In the organizations that nurture the
empowering practice, people are trusted and
expected to make decisions autonomously and
act accordingly. They are granted ownership
over change, hence their tendency to feel
victims to it is reduced. People in such
organizations cannot rely on their manager to
tell them what to do, they get used to
employing their own initiative in coping with
new situations. Hence the demolition of
organizational hierarchy makes people and
organizations more adaptable to change.
9. Establishing change as organizational root
Small entrepreneurship organizations with a
clear sense of purpose, in which everything is
new and where everybody is oriented in the
same direction, can often get better of their
slower, clumsier, risk-averse competitors. In
such organizations, change is accepted as an
indispensable component of growth. A
successful change is celebrated, while failure is
used as an opportunity to learn how to succeed
the next time. Risk is not used as an automatic
excuse not to do anything, nor is it ignored.
Instead, it is managed as best as possible.
This is not a picture the people in a larger, more
mature organization will probably recognize.
They believe that their organization is not used
to change and that they have to fight and
scream to introduce new ideas. They feel a fear
of risk that results into a slower decision
making and avoiding any danger. Instead of
promptly responding to change in the
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environment, their organizations have become
rigid and, consequently, unable to go in step
with time.
As well as people, organizations need regular
practice to remain fit and swift. Instead of doing
exercises of stretching and go to the gym
regularly, organizations need a regular change
to build up their flexibility and endurance. Only
by practicing change can people and
organizations get used to it. Finally, change
becomes an accepted norm and people make a
big step forward.

3. ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT FOR
PROJECT CHANGE MANAGEMENT
Many organizations perform their business
operations in the manner best known to them or
in the manner they have traditionally done it.
All faster changes in the environment lead to
business processes being transformed into
projects. A majority of successful organizations
have understood the importance of projects
upon the overall success and adopted project
management as an exceptionally valuable
discipline. This new approach to business
requires certain organizational regrouping and
adjustments. Project management within the
organization also requires a certain support in
terms of standards, practice and technology that
define the method of project management in an
organization.
The organization that manages its business
through projects requires organizational support
in all the phases of project management:
planning, execution and control. This
organizational support actually means setting
up of a new organizational unit that is generally
called the project management unit.
Project management units (PMU) may be of
varied sizes and forms. They can appear in a
virtual form or in the form of a formal group
with a powerful impact throughout the
organization. The PMU are sometimes confined
to planning and control of a specific project; on
the other hand, they may be responsible for the
implemantation of a multitude of strategic
projects (England, Graham, & Dinsmore,
2003). The project management unit is an
organizational form designed to support the
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project manager in his job (Kerzner, 2006). The
Project Management Institute (PMI) defines the
project management unit as an organizational
unit that centralizes and coordinates project
management
in
its
domain
(Project
Management Institute, 2008). The International
Project Management Association (IPMA)
distinguishes between the design office and the
project management unit. The project
management unit or a project portfolio office is
part of a permanent organization whose tasks
are to provide standards and guidelines for
project managers of various projects, to collect
data from various projects, to process them and,
on the basis of these data, to report the
hierarchally defined management body. It is
also in charge of the consistency of certain
projects with the organizational vision and
strategy. The design office, according to the
IPMA, is part of the organization of a large
project whose goal is to support project
management (IPMA, 2006).
Regardless of a large number of definitions
offered by various institutions and authors, all
of them basically mean the same. The project
management unit is an organizational unit
engaged in planning, execution and control of
programs, projects and subprojects from the
organization‟s or client‟s portfolio.
It is important to bear in mind that the project
management unit may appear under a host of
different names, which all present a generic
syntagms which refer to different things in
different environments. A large number of
names for a project management unit mean that
this organizational form is widespread and that
each project management unit is unique.
Regardless of their definite uniqueness, project
management units can be classed into several
groups or categories. The project management
unit forms, as well as their names, are most
often related to the level of project maturity an
competence. Different forms actually mean
different phases in the organizational
development of the project unit.
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Similarly to the project management units that
refer to the management of a number of
projects and programmes from different
business areas, a program management unit can
be defined.
An increasing number of changes in the
environment and in organizations, documented
in the empiric research results, highlight the
importance of the change process for the
organizational survival and requires that
respective organizational units should be
formed. The permanent presence of a change
management unit in the organizational design
context is a necessity, since changes are no
longer a sporadic phenomenon, but rather a
phenomenon that defines not only the manner
in which organizations will do business, but
how they will survive at all.
The form of a change management unit, as well
as its size, structure, durability, positioning,
etc., depend on a large number of factors,
among them:
organizational size;
existing organizational structure;
organizational maturity;
organizational culture;
awareness of change, etc.
In accordance with the above listed factors, and
taking into account the experience related to the
project management units, three basic forms of
change management unit can be defined:
Change Project Office – CPO
Change Management Office – CMO
Strategic Change Management Office –
SCMO
The listed change management unit forms with
basic characteristics are presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Forms of change management organizational unit
Hereinafter, the basic characteristics of each of
the proposed forms of units will be presented.

3.1. Change Project Office – CPO
According to the classification above, the
Change Project Office – CPO is a basic unit for
the supervision of change project execution. It
is actually a work environment of the change
project manager and the team for change
responsible for a successful execution of
change.
There can be one or more change project
offices within one organization, which requires
a synchronization of approaches and
methodologies implemented in management.
The higher management levels should give
support in forming individual units of this type
and provide guidelines for their operations.
In this context of organizational development,
the competencies of the change project office
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are really small. By definition, it does not affect
the activities of more than one manager and is
not competent for the change program
management, nor for any relevant issue related
to strategic management. Nevertheless, it
performs essential functions related to the
project management implementation and
monitoring and is responsible for an effective
and efficient management on the level of one
change, i.e., one change project.
The change project office is in charge of a
number of different activities, among them:
The implementation of principles and
techniques
of
modern
change
management and project management,
through knowledge and skills of the
change project manager in order that a
successful execution of change be
ensured. This unit concentrates upon
the outcomes resulting from the goals
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of change and manages the vital
elements of each change project –
costs, time and resources. Management
of these elements indispensably leads to
the performance improvement as well
as to coordination of corrective actions
in case problems are identified.
It is a direct connection between the
team for change and the project
performance (performance of change
project). The majority of project team
members are technically focused, hence
the change project office has to
introduce the elements of change
management and project management.
Accordingly, the difference is stressed
between technical requirements that are
to create technically perfect change and
the
requirements
of
general
management responsible for the project
and business success of the change.
The implementation of organizational
guidelines in the forms of policies,
standards, executive decisions, etc. The
change project office also has
competence in the supervision of the
implementation and integration of
business processes in an environment
of constant changes.
Most often represents the highest level
of technical supervision and the first
level of business supervision. The task
of the change project office is to
implement
technical
standards,
methods and procedures in the concrete
change project environment. On the
other hand, its role as regards
organizational business issues is less
pronounced, because it is primarily in
charge of the relaization of one definite
change project.
The role of the change project office, therefore,
is to implement a majority of functions in
change menagement and project management.
It implements policies, practice and guidelines
generally
administered
by
upper-level
management.
Its functionality, however,
includes only one change, that is, one change
project it supports.
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3.2. Change Management Office – CMO
The Change Management Office – CMO is also
engaged in supervision and control of a
number of different change projects.
Furthermore, it focuses upon support that
optimizes the business and project performance
of change.
The change management office can evolve
from the change project office. Due to creating
one or more change management officies,
parallelly or successively, there arises the need
within the organization to pass to a higher
organizational level, that is, pass from a
temporary into a permanent organizational unit.
Similarly, the change management unit can be
created as an entirely new unit, which requires a
greater initial effort in the selection of staff,
defining the work procedures, setting standards
in project and change management.
The establishing of change management offices
is a solution for organizations that wish to
implement change management as their core
business competence, improve their capabilities
of change project management or improve the
organizational maturity level.
The change management office requires a
permanently employed director and at least two
permanently and several temporarily hired
assisstants for the purpose of a successful
implementation and functioning of the office.
With growth and development, the need for
staff will increase, especially in view of
administrative staff. The increased level of
resources and the support to this business
endeavour should result in partial functionality
of the office in a space of time of several
months. To be completely functional will take a
period of two to three years.
The change management office is generally
engaged in activities of change project
supervision and control, with a special focus
upon introducing support for change
management in the organization. The standard
office:
Serves as central point of support to
change
management
in
the
organization: resource for other
business units, support in professional
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practice of change managers and teams
for
change,
coordinator
and
collaborator in the activities of
including
stakeholders
(resource
manager, customers and suppliers).
Functions as mediator between
business environment and change
projects. Transmits policies and
executive guidelines for change
performance and is engaged in
activities related to business interests
and change project goals.
Helps design processes and is a
catalyser of excellence in change
management. This is achieved on the
basis of a wide range of activities –
from change management methodology
implementation based on project
management and practice meant to
ensure the project success, to
establishing a system of reporting and
collaboration, to support in the context
of change leading and business
performance management.
Plays a role of change promoter before
the
upper-level
management.
Participates (or summons and presides)
in the work of control boards that
include sector directors and senior
managers. As such, the change
management office is also a promoter
of change management before the
business collaborators, partners and
other institutions.
Operates as recognized organizational
unit that directly or indirectly affects
the human resources participation in
project changes, through qualifications,
trainings, assessments, etc.
The change management office is in charge of
the implementation of all the functions of
change management and the respective project
management. Besides, its responsibility is to
reconsider the needs for the unit functions and
implement those that will suit the given
organization in the function of business success.

3.3. Strategic
Office – SCMO

Change

Management

The Strategic Change Management Office –
SCMO is a specific business unit responsible
for all the changes in the entire organization.
There may be other units in the organization,
too, however, they have to be subordinate to the
strategic change management office. The basic
functionality of this unit is oriented towards
strategic business interests in the given
organization.
The work of the office is most often the
responsibility of the manager who has a direct
access to the managing director. The office can
be set up, as any other business unit, within
one to two years, with the essential
commitment of the top management.
Although it represents the highest level in the
development of a change management unit, the
strategic change management office may, but
need not perform all the change management
functions. It can be established in two ways.
One way is by building up on one of the
existing forms of change management units,
which is a more logical step, especially in case
of small and medium-sized enterprises. The
other way is creating the office independently
of other existing organizational change
management offices in the organization, the
method most commonly used by large
multinational and global corporations where the
responsibility of this office is to coordinate,
supervise, control and support the regional
change management offices.
The task of the strategic change management
office is to strategically coordinate and
implement change towards a permanent
improvement. It is engaged in:
Giving directions and affecting the
activities of change throughout the
organization. It can also supervise
subordinated organizational units that
have devloped their own change related
activities, in accordance with the
business and geographical foci.
Building an environment for change as
well as raising awareness of the
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stakeholders in the context of business
units, customer relations, supplier
relations and relations with other
partners.
Conducting studies and assessing the
functionality of change management,
the respective project management and
business effectiveness, with a special
focus on those operations that depend
on the lower-level change management
offices, if any.
Promoting business interests in the
change environment and vice versa.
The strategic change management office
performs a number of management functions in
coordination with subordinate units within the
organization.
In order that change be efficiently managed, it
is necessary that such a business environment
be created that will recognize change
management and project management as two
separate but closely connected disciplines. A
structured organizational entity should be
created that will be a meeting point of basic
skills, standards and expertise in the change
project management area. Hence it is necessary
that the needs such an organization should
meet, that is, the functions it should perform, be
clearly identified.
The strategic change management office can
perform a variety of functions. On the basis of
the model presented in his paper and the forms
of the offices proposed, the following
competencies can be identified as most
important:
Change portfolio management or
support implementing the change
management methodology based on the
project management;
Change management methodology
development and management;
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Implementation of best practices;
Monitoring, evaluation and control of
the change project execution against
individual changes and the strategic
orientation of the organization;
Coordination of organizational and
other resource allocation;
Provision of the system of internal
support to change portfolio;
Creating a system of knowledge
management in the area of change
management;
Support to change
personnel development;

management

Support to change culture and raising
awareness of change; etc.
The functions of the change management
organizational unit are clearly founded on the
strategic and project management activities,
however, even more than that. There is a wide
range of activities oriented towards the
promotion of the change management system in
organizations, towards raising awareness,
personnel development, change in the
organizational culture, reducing resistance, etc.
They are related to other business functions and
organizational units and affect organizational
business goals.
The research that included 327 respondents,
was conducted in 2010 among Serbian firms
with an aim to highlight the need to create
organizational support for change project
management and support the concept proposed
in this paper.
The results of the research show that a majority
of organizations is characterized by a line
organizational structure, as many as 53%,
followed by project (15%), matrix (11%) and
divisional organizational structure (8%) (Figure
3).
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Figure 3. Type of organizational structure
The above presented results clearly show that
organizations use predominantly traditional
models of organizational structure, hence a
logical need to innovate organizational design
and implemen new forms, which corroborate
the need for organizational units described in
this paper.

highlight the functional needs of proposed new
organizational forms. The analysis of the data
presented clearly shows that the phases in the
development and the proposed activities in the
change management organizational units are
well coordinated with the needs of modern
organizations.

Table 1 presents the results of the research into
the elements of organizational structure that
Table 1. Elements of organizational structure
Yes

No

Partially

there is some form of project management
organizational unit

37%

20%

43%

there is some form of change management
organizational unit

14%

38%

48%

roles and responsibilities of managers of
certain changes are defined and
coordinated

24%

15%

61%

roles and responsibilities of members of
team for change are defined and
coordinated

26%

17%

57%

there is an open and effective bottom-up,
top-doen and organization-wide
communication

38%

13%

49%

information on the goals and outcomes of
planned change projects is available to all
stakeholders

33%

29%

38%

there is an information system for planning
and monitoring of all projects

25%

29%

46%

there are records of successful past change
projects

27%

25%

48%
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4. CONCLUSION
Everything changes; only change is permanent.
If organizations wish to respond to permanent
change in the environment, they must
continually, however successfully, conduct
various change projects. Practice shows that a
simple implementation of one of a large number
of change management models does not result
in favourable outcomes. It is necessary that
organizations should adapt in an appropriate
manner. It is necessary that they should develop
their capacities so that they be ready and welltrained for a permanent and intensive execution
of varied change projects. Change management
units are already lergely present and provide
satisfactory results. The organizations that have
already implemented this type of organization
are more successful in their endeavours and
achieve more favourable business results. The
focus of business operations today is on change,
hence projects in themselves are not
meaningful. The basis of any well defined
project is change. Since change by its nature is
a broader concept in comparison with the
project, organizations have to pay attention to
certain other management aspects too in the
project execution. It is for this reason that
modern organizations should be oriented
towards
creating
change
management
organizational units/officies, which would also
be competent in conducting of a range of other
activities besides project management, in
accordance with the models and the approach
described in this paper.
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Abstract: Business rules system is a module of an enterprise information system. These systems
enable automated enforcing of business rules by constraints to data access and transactions over
database. In this paper we propose an integration of business rules management systems with
project management software with the aim to include enforcing business rules during project
implementation. Special issues that are described are related to distribution of business rules within
the distributed development environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software project management deals with issues
such as change management (staff changes,
technology improvement, changes of business
rules and business procedures for project
implementation) and distributed development
(physically dislocated staff and resources).
Application of information technologies in
project management and implementation brings
integration, automation and standardization that
enable higher quality, lower costs and less time
for
project
implementation.
Applying
management (business rules management
system - BRMS) in project management
additionally
decreases
costs
and
implementation time.
Automated systems for business rules were
primarly developed for faster adaptation of
information system to changes of business rules
in organizations (Tortolero, 2008) BRMS
enable setting business rules by management
staff without the need for technology staff

engagement. "With a BRMS, the total cost of
ownership for managing business applications
software is lowered by (both) reducing
programming requirements and delays in
implementing operational rules" (Byron, 2010).
Applying the BRMS in software project
management brings adaptibility, stability and
transparency of project management across
many different projects implemented during
time. In distributed development environment
the special issues are related to distribution of
business rules that should be applied during
software project management and within
software development.

2. BUSINESS RULES
A business rule (BR) is a declarative statement
that defines or constrains some aspect of the
business (Business rules group, 2000):
From the business perspective
constraints that apply to the behavior of
people in the enterprise; these rules are
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also called "operative BR", since they
guide the actions of people working in
the organization, and are enforced by
the organization as a matter of policy
(Madden, 1996);
From
the
information
system
perspective - constraints on what data
may be recorded in the information
system; these rules are also called
"structural BR", since they structure
and categorize the knowledge and
information found in the organization.
A business rule is typically expressed as
follows:
“IF certain events occur or conditions exist,
THEN certain events (actions) should
happen,
ELSE other
happen.”

events

(actions)

should

Each IF-THEN-ELSE statement inferring some
action is a business rule (Byron, 2010).
A condition is a true/false (Boolean) expression
that consists of one or more predicates that are
applied to facts. If a rule condition is met, a
corresponding action or actions are initiated. In
Microsoft Business Rules Framework actions
are represented by invoking methods or setting
properties on objects or by performing set
operations on XML documents or database
tables.
The key characteristics of business rules
(Business rules group, 2003) are: the BR
describe business practice, motivated by
business goals; they define the boundary
between acceptable and unacceptable business
activity; the BR are expressed delaratively in
natural language sentences for business
audience, they are validated for correctness by
business people, verified against each other for
consistency.

3. BUSINESS RULES MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
The key characteristics of BR management
(Business rules group, 2003) are: cohesive and
consistent body of rules is enforced accross all
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business activities; BR are distinct from any
enforcement defined for it; software that runs
those rules should support continuous change in
business rules; BR should be organized and
stored in such a way that they can be readily
redeployed to new technology platform, the BR
management software is able to explain the
reasoning by which it arrives at conclusions or
takes action.
A typical business rules management system
consists of:
user rule management interface - for
adding and editing rules, composing
rules and analysis of effectiveness of
rules,
business rules repository
business rules engine. (Byron, 2010)
The BRMS systems are primarly used by
business analysts who are able to compose BR
according to management requirements within a
specialized user interface. These BR are
validated, compared to other rules for
consistency and stored in business rules
repository. During execution of some business
process, certain information system process
attempts to read or write data to database. These
data requests are validated by business rules
engine that combines facts with rules to
approve certain action to be executed.
Commercial applications of BRMS include:
stand-alone solutions (Ohlsson, 2006)
like Red Hat JBoss Rules, Quick Rules
and Visual Rules
BRMS tools within business process
management systems such as SAP
BRMS Netweaver Business Warehouse
and Microsoft Biztalk
integrated with decision management
solutions (Taylor, 2009).

4. DISTRIBUTION
RULES

OF

BUSINESS

The standard formats for interchanging business
rules are based on XML. These are (Sainte
Marie & Taylor, 2007)
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XMI standard - XML Metadata
Intercharge (by OMG organization) for
UML
RIF standard - Rule Intercharge Format
(by W3C organization)

An example of application and distribution of
business rules via XML format in e-business
environment (Rosca & Attilio, 2002) is
presented at Figure 1.

Figure 1. B2B communication via XML with business rules (Rosca & Attilio, 2002)
Recent contributions are in the field of
development of RIF standard and connection to
other formats, such as RDF (Resource
Description Framework) for graphical ontology
presentation. (W3C project: RIF to RDF)

5. BRMS IN SOFTWARE PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
In the process of software project management
business rules management can be implemented
at three levels:
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1. level - general project management
(general rules of any project)
2. level - specific project management
(general rules for particular project)
3. level - semantic software product
(software problem domain rules
(Sagheb-Tehrani & Ghazarian, 2002)).
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Project management and implementation organization

Client organization

Setting requirements on project management business process
Defining project management business process

Requirements on PM BP
Project management business process
Setting requirements on project management business rules
Setting general project management business rules

Requirements on PM BR

General project management rules

Setting requirements on business process activities to be covered by software product

Requirements on BP activities to be covered by software product

Setting requirements on software product constraints (rules)

Requirements on software product constraints

Figure 2. Business process model of definition of business rules in software project management
Project management and implementation
organization describes general principles of
any project, presenting business process and
rules that should be followed at any project.
Client organization requires specific software
project management business process and
business rules and also requires semantic
domain business process activities to be
covered and constraints to be included in a
software product (Figure 2).

6. DISTRIBUTION OF BUSINESS
RULES IN SOFTWARE PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
Since business rules change over time, clients
can be connected to project management and
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implementation organization during project
implementation, so requirements are distributed
remotely. On the other hand, software
development team can remotely access central
rules repository in the aim to verify artefacts
according to project management rules.
Distribution of business rules starts with rule
definition at the client organization by
appropriate software tool for rule capturing.
This tool creates a XMI metamodel and it is
sent to the project management and
implementation organization, where this model
should be approved of and transformed from
business rule to production rule form. Then
those rules are saved in the central rule
repository and sent to rule repository of
software product at the client organization.
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Figure 3. Creating and distribution of business rules in software project management

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a model for
integrating business rules management systems
with software project management practice.
Distribution of business rules are based on
standards XMI and RIF. Business rules are
captured by project management and client and
distributed to software development team for
verification of artifacts they produce as project
results. This model presents a basis for
implementation of a distributed information
system that will present an automated support
to software project management, based on the
business rules distribution.
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Abstract: The paper identifies the need for the introduction of na efficient and effective system for
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1. INTRODUCTION
The effects of the 2009 economic crisis
upon the world economy were dramatic,
and consequently affected the economy of
Serbia. The crisis revealed the basic
structural problems of both the Serbian
society and economy. One serious problem
is a low level of investments into research
and technological development which are
the foundations of a faster economic
growth. The investments into scientific
infrastructure and equipment have in the
past 20 years been scarce, hence their
quality today is rather poor. Similarly, the
results expressed in a qualification structure
of the labour force, their skills, the number
of registered patents etc. do not meet the
market demand which proves that these
scarce resources are inefficiently used. It is
therefore necessary that the reforms
commenced in these fields be made faster,
which will help orient the focus of growth
towards the sectors with higher added value
(Srbija 2020, 2010). Much has been done
in the past years to improve the process

planning and coordinate policies; what is
needed is an efficient and effective
monitoring and evaluation system. This
system would allow for a more effective
and a more efficient spending of these
scarce resources. The prime benefits from
introducing such a system would be felt in
the fields of policy creation, budget,
management and accountability for
achieving results.
2. INNOVATION
SERBIA

IN

In order that the need for introducing the
the system for monitoring monitoring and
evaluation of innovation projects should be
discussed at all, it is first necessary that the
importance of this activity be well
apprehended. Today Europe enters the
struggle to exit the economic and financial
crises implementing the “Europe 2020“
strategy in which smart growth whose goal
is the development of knowledge- and
innovation-based economy is one of the
three priorities. If this is taken as a starting
point, the conclusion can be drawn that
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ACTIVITY
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developing innovative activity is essentialy
important (EUROPE 2020, 2010). It is also
necessary to learn about how the field of
innovative activity is defined today, as well
as how large the resources invested in its
development are and what the plans for the
further development are.
In Serbia, innovative activity is regulated
by the Law on Innovation Activity: “For the
purposes of support to the devlopment of
innovative products and services, to
fostering
the
implementation
and
commercialization of scientific and
research results, support to modern
technologies implementation and building
the
infrastructure
for
innovative
organizations,
and
following
the
proposition submitted by the minister, the
Government adopts the programmes of
innovative activities for a current budgetary
year. The method of realization of each
individual programme of innovation
activity is in the jurisdiction of the minister.
The programme is carried out via
innovation projects and the agents of these
projects can be economic pertnerships,
higher education institutions, scientific
research and innovative organizations.
Generally, innovation projects are to
completed within the period of one year.
The records on innovation projects are kept
in the Registry of the Ministry. On expiry of
the period defined for the project
completion, and not later than 30 days, the
participants in the project submit to the
Ministry the report on the outcomes
achieved. The control of the innovation
project execution and of the achieved
outcomes is the responsibility of the
Ministry or specialized licenced legal
entities hired by the Ministry“ (Zakon o
inovacionoj delatnosti, 2010)
So far, the Ministry of Science and
Technological Development has allocated €
6,800,000
through the three public
invitations for competitive tendering
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published in the 2006-2009 period. In
addition to these resources, the Ministry of
Economy and Regional Development has
also developed a programme of support to
the development of innovativeness in small
and medium-sized enterprises, through the
grant scheme. There are some more
instruments and mechanisms of support to
innovative activity provided by public
funds in Serbia, however, the topic of this
paper are the financing programmes of
innovation projects conducted by the
Ministry of Science and Technological
Development.
Similarly to Europe, Serbia has created the
“Serbia 2020“ development concept. The
objectives set in the development concept
are in line with the Europe 2020 Strategy.
One objetive is “investment into knowledge
and technology“. One of the measures taken
for the purpose of fostering the roles of
science and technology in the development
of the Republic of Serbia is the
establishment of the Fund for Innovative
Activity – for the support to companies that
devise projects directly related to the
development of products, processes and
services and their placement in the home
and export markets. The aim is to establish
a public-private partnership between direct
and indirect budgetary beneficiaries, public
companies,
international
financial
institutions, banks, companies and others.
The fund and the innovation fostering
organizations will provide direct funding to
companies that are capable of conducting a
projecr related to the development of
products, processes and services, through
the selection performed by competent
scientific and research (SR) organizations.
(Srbija 2020, 2010).
To control the project execution and the
expenditures from the public funds, the
mechanism of support to the development
of innovation activity through financing
innovation projects contains a form of
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written reports that are submitted 30 days
upon the completion of a one-year project.
It is evident, however, that there is no
integral system for monitoring monitoring
and evaluation of innovation projects that
would be an instrument for (re)defining the
innovation policy. The ministries in charge
of science and technological development
and of economy and regional development
have devised different programmes of
support to innovation development. These
programmes are not compliant, which,
together with the absense of endogenous
evaluation capacities for innovative and
other technological development projects,
significantly hinders the innovation
management process in the Republic.
It can be inferred from the above that there
is a need to strengthen the monitoring
mechanisms and build national capacities
for evaluation for the purpose of improving
conditions
for
innovation
policies,
programmes and projects. A special goal in
the process should be the promotion of the
evaluation role of the SRs, innovation
projects and technological development
projects as a crucial precondition for a
reflexive learning of the innovation system,
the development of the required
capacities/competencies
for
a
comprehensive evaluation that should in
turn provide procedural and methodological
knowledge and tools for both the evaluator
and the authorities in charge.
3. NEED TO INTRODUCE THE
SYSTEM FOR MONITORING AND
EVALUATION
INNOVATION
PROJECTS
AND
PROSPECTIVE
BENEFITS FROM THE SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTATION
The most important benefit gained from the
implementation of the system for
monitoring and evaluation of projects is the
very integrated information on the
performance of policies, programmes and
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projects. (Keith, 2007). This system is
capable of identifying what works and what
does not work as well as the reason it does
not work. The monitoring and evaluation
system also provides information on the
performance of individual ministries and
assistant organizations, managers and other
employees. The value of the system does
not lie in the monitoring and evaluation
themselves, nor is it in the possession over
information that is their result, but in using
the obtained information in improving
performance. It is also important to mention
that
information
obtained
through
monitoring and evaluation can be very
useful because they serve as: support to
creating policies based on information,
especially in the context of the budget and
planning on the national level; support in
the process of making decisions as to the
most profitable activities – this is the case
of the information-based budgeting; support
to competent ministries and specific
organizations in managing programmes and
projects, which is an output-based
management, or result-based management;
increse in transparency and support to
responsibility relations (Keith, 2007).
Besides, the monitoring and evaluation
system allows for an additional pressure
upon the competent bodies for the purpose
of achieving a higher level of performance.
It is here that the civil society – in case of
innovative activity, the teams of people that
submit propositions of innovative projects –
can play an important role in the monitoring
and evaluation system, in at least four ways.
Through analysis and criticism of the work
of these bodies, through the budget analysis
and reports on the citizens‟ attitudes,
through an independent investigation
conducted into the findings of the system,
and finally, since the civil society is the
user of information obtained from the
system, through reporting to the media, as
well as ctivities of universities and nongovernment organizations (Keith, 2007).
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Finally, it can be concluded that it is
necessary that there be an awareness of the
value of the monitoring and evaluation
system, as well as that the system should
allow for a better way of learning from the
past experience, for the improvement of the
service provision process, the process of
resource planning and distribution as well
as reporting on the results as part of
responsibility towards key shareholders
(Keith, 2007).
4.
RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR
INTRODUCING THE SYSTEM FOR
MONITORING AND EVALUATING
OF INNOVATION PROJECTS
It is important to mention that the system
for monitoring and evaluating projects a
spart of the innovation activity development
programme has additional specific features
in comparison with the systems that
monitor other categories of projects. The
key specific difference that characterises
innovation projects is a significantly high
level of risk and human factor impact –
creativity and capacity of changing. (Stošić,
2007) This characteristic makes both ex
ante and ex post evaluation rather complex,
hence the creation and implementation of
this system requires additional effort. The
number of tools, methods and approaches,
including the data collection methods,
analytical frameworks and the types of
evaluation and review used in these systems
is large. Some most frequently used are the
following: performance indicators; the
logical framework approach; theory based
evaluation; formal investigation; quick
estimation methods; participation method;
investigations aimed at monitoring public
expenditures; impact evaluation; costbenefit and cost efficiency analyses.
(Monitoring & Evaluation, 2004)
The first and foremost recommendation is
that the precondition of a successful
institutionalization of this system is a
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crucial requirement of the Government to
implement this system. Then, the system is
expected to generate information and
knowledge for the purpose of improving the
work of state institutions. It is important to
bear in mind that there is no one best model
of what the system should look like; much
depends on what is the use of information
obtained by monitoring and evaluation.
Similarly, it is necessary that a diagnosis be
made at the very beginning as to which of
the functions of the monitoring and
evaluation system are already present, as
well as of their strengths and weaknesses,
depending on the requirements (the real use
of information obtained by monitoring and
evaluation) and supplement what is lacking
(technical quality of information obtained
by monitoring and evaluation reports). The
diagnoses can also help raise awareness on
the importance that this type of a system
should exist. The step following the
diagnosis is the elaboration of the action
plan and inclusion of key stakeholders
(Keith, 2007).
The key components of the action plan
include: influential managers; creators of
strong initiatives for monitoring and
evaluation as well as for using the obtained
information; structural arrangements to
ensure unbiasness and the quality of
monitoring and evaluation; and a long-term
commitment to the institutionalization of
the system. There is a large number of
lessons from the countries who have
developed such systems successfully; there
is also a lot of errors that should be
avoided. Some of them are: the overdefinition of the system – this is not only a
waste of efforts, but may even weaken the
system; the belief that the system is value
specific – the information obtained by
monitoring and evaluation are worth only if
used intensively; it is a good idea to
monitor and evaluate the manner in which
the system is developed and how well it
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performs, on a regular basis – corrections
will probably be necessary. The measure of
the bottom-line success is the scope to
which the information has been used in
improving the managerial performance
(Keith, 2007).
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A serious problem that hinders the growth
of the Serbian economy is a low level of
investments into research and technological
development, however, also an ineffective
spending of already scarce resources. It is
necessary to speed up the reforms
commenced in the areas of scientific and
technological development, nevertheless, it
is also important to introduce a system for
monitoring and evaluation of projects
(Kutlača, 2009). The essential benefits from
the implementation of this system would be
gained in the fields of creating policies,
budget, management and accountability for
achieving results. The necessity to
introduce the monitoring and evaluation
system, inter alia, is one requirement in the
process of accession to the European
Union. All the countries that have entered
the procedure of accession to the EU are
required, among other things, to implement
the monitoring and evaluation system on all
the levels of state administration. Hence,
even if the system is not implemented by
the Government or individual ministries
themselves,
it
will
certainly
be
implemented in response to the external
requirement, from the EU.
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the development of the profession of the project
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Serbian Project Management Association
(YUPMA) was formed as YUDRUP in 1986.
In1997 it has become a full member of the
International Project Management Association
(IPMA). YUPMA and its members have so far
taken part in a large number of national and
international research and other project in the
field of management.
YUPMA offers the international certification
through the YUPMA CERT programme based
on the IPMA® certification programme. The
YUPMA CERT programme objective is to test
and verify the competence of candidates in
project management.
The YUPMA CERT programme has four levels
of certification:
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®
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management in Serbia and in the region. So far,
fiveteen symposia on project management have
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